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The Most Venerable Thích Thanh Từ
The Most Venerable Thích Thanh Từ (1924AD-) has
been the most influential in reviving the traditional
Vietnamese Buddhism practices in Vietnam.
He was born in Cần Thơ, Việt Nam. At the age of 25
he was ordained by the Most Venerable Thích Thiện Hoa
(1918-1973AD) at Phật Quang Monastery. It is said that
he was a ferryman and one day he ferried the Master and
obtained the first awakening.
After more than a decade practising, writing,
translating numbers of books from Chinese to Vietnamese
and teaching at various Buddhist schools including Vạn
Hạnh University. He approached the Grand Master, the
Most Venerable Khánh Anh (1895-1961AD), expressing
his desire for further answers. The Grand Master then
handed down the well preserved book from the Most
Venerable Khánh Hòa (1877-1947 AD):Lục Diệu Pháp
Môn - Six Miraculous Dharma Doors for him to read and
practise meditation by himself.

In 1966 he built Pháp Lạc kuti (a small flat) in Vũng
Tàu and commenced practising his coming home journey.
In 1971 he opened the door and recruited his first 10
students to try his Zen method.
He is known as the reviver of Vietnamese Zen Trúc
Lâm school founded by our King Trần Nhân Tông (12581308AD) Trúc Lâm Đại Đầu Đà.
His teaching involves 4 principles: Realising that
thought is illusory, do not subdue, do not follow, let it
go. No duality. Not making any differentiation (or no
judgement) when senses meet with senses objects. Living
with true nature.
The aim is to pacify the mind and emotion by relaxing,
fully awakened and aware at any moment.
He has a vast numbers of disciples and numerous
monasteries throughout Vietnam and around the world.
He now resides at Trúc Lâm Zen monastery in Đà Lạt,
Vietnam.
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See the Truth Clearly

M

aster Kitchen Breaker was well known due to
his breaking of the Kitchen God’s altar.

He taught at the monastery of Mount Ch’un in China.
One day he led a group of his students in a stroll around
the mountain path. Coming close to the valley there
was a little altar where villagers had continually offered
animal meats. The Master questioned this custom and
was told that it was held sacred as the villagers’ requests
had been granted.
Hearing this, the Master hit the altar which was made
of three bricks with his stick causing it to break apart
into pieces and fall.
The Master said, “This is made from soil and brick,
from where comes the sacred?”
On the return journey past the same place, the Master
and the group met an old man wearing an officials’
uniform. The man prostrated in front of the Master.
The Master asked: “Who are you?”
The man replied: “I am the God of the Kitchen altar. I
have been waiting here to pay you gratitude.”
The Master asked, “What have I done for you to do
that?”
The Kitchen God replied, “Due to your teaching of the
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no-birth that has awakened me to let go of this earthly
realm. Though I held a respected life, I was a servant
for so many aeons without knowing. Now I can enter the
heavenly realm.”
After revealing this he bowed again to the Master and
disappeared from view.
The Master’s attendant then asked, “Master, I have
been with you long but have never heard of the teaching
of no-birth. Why did the Kitchen God understand it with
only one phrase from you? What sort of merit enabled
him to get that?”
The Master then responded with the phrase given to
the Kitchen God and asked, “Have you understood?”
The attendant replied, “Not at all, Sir!”
The Master said, “Broken, broken, fallen, fallen!”
At that moment the attendant awoke.
(The Most Venerable Thích Thanh Từ continues his talk)
I have retold the above story to show that the Kitchen
God had “leant” on the bricks of the altar and stayed
there for many aeons.
Look at us as well, what do we lean on? On soil,
water, wind and fire, the constituents of the body. We
consider these to be me, isn’t that pitiful? What next,
after this consideration comes jealousy, comparisons and
competition. So many crimes come from these also.
Now if we remember that this body is only a thing that
we lean on, it is of no value. Understanding such means
we understand the teaching of no-birth.
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This body is transitory, a dream, therefore not true.
In the dream, birth is dreaming, death is dreaming so
birth is not really birth and death is not really death.
Understood as such means that the teaching of nobirth is revealed.
Starting from this body, realising the truth is to see
the Way. Seeing the Way and practise is to release the
birth and death cycle.
On the contrary, the longer we lean on the body,
considering it to be real and always valuable, looking for
joy and avoiding unpleasantness, then the longer that
attachment is continued in this life and carried to the
next. Therefore, right from this body if we realise that
this is only a dream, then directly and slowly we can be
released and not lead by our dreams.
The Kitchen God only heard the phrase “this altar is
only made from soil and brick so where does the sacred
come from, where is it?” Then he was awoken and let go of
the three bricks, and was reborn into the heavenly realm.
When we understand that this body is a composition of
earth, water, wind and fire and not true self, then what
happens? Will it become so light? How many people can
let go, rather than continue leaning on the body and
considering it as I, then compare and compete, make
right/wrong?
So many nights I was outside, waving away at
mosquitoes. I touched my body, the bones, the flesh then
burst out laughing! This body is actually nothing, to lean
on it is extremely habitual, a drudgery. Lean on every
part and yet mistake it as self.
From that misconception has sprouted many evils.
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This seems to satisfy people to defend it strongly when
attacked. There is a need to awake and be aware that
this body is only something that is leaned on; like a barge
used to cross from shore to shore.
It is in fact, not true. Yet people consider it to be
real, permanent so they deeply nourish and groom it.
Eventually they flounder and don’t reach the shore.
Buddha had a stanza:
The winner gets hatred.
The loser gets sleeplessWinning, losing both dropped…
Then sleep tight.
Whoever doesn’t compare and compete then they
sleep well. If you consider yourself a loser then often
hold grudges on the winners and lose sleep. The winners
become the objects of jealousy by default.
Buddha was respected wholeheartedly even when
facing wrongful connotations. He was always calm and
patient.
Nowadays, we want to be valued or recognised,
however when opposed, anger and illusion immediately
appears. Is it then worth to be respected?
The sincere practitioner needs not to get involved in
comparison or competition. They do not consider that
winning is a success. To compare and compete is only
illusory; living in the dark. We should be aware of it.
The practice is to be aware of the moment and be calm,
harmonious without any grudges.
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It is like visiting a mental health hospital. We do not
tease or provoke anyone but residents can surround us
swearing. How should we think and react? Is it pity or
anger? The residents cannot tell between right and wrong
so they verbally abuse everyone. Being aware of that
can make us sorry for them and not respond by getting
upset ourselves. Likewise, we live in our community and
sometimes don’t do anything wrong but are accused of not
doing right. Is the accuser just cunning or mentally ill? To
wrongly accuse is a sign of illness. Like the mental health
patients deserve to be treated with care and kindness, not
to be criticised or upset.
We don’t need to react like a crazy patient with
swearing. People will say, look at the two mentally ill
people swearing at each other. A perceptive person will
never react this way at an ignorant or ill person. Most
of the time it is nonsense but can result in violence or
fighting.
This can happen in the temple as well, so many little
unsolved things that can become big issues. My talk
today is to remind the monastic and lay people that if we
are aware of the true/false then the release of the cycle of
birth/death is no longer difficult. If we keep remaining in
the dark then when can we get out of the ocean of birth/
death?
In fact, the essence of Buddhism is to teach the no-self.
Once realised that this body/mind is not truly self, then
the release of birth/death is there. If seeing otherwise
then the cycle of birth/death remains no matter how long
and hard it is applied.
This is the real principle. The year is ending and I
sincerely wish you practise diligently and walk the right
path. As a monastic you behave as such and prepare for a
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new year, be determined to progress towards our decided
target. This is my New Year wish.

Dream
By Zen Master Thích Thanh Từ
Lean on this false self...
We wander in this dream-like world.
Once the dream is over
Seeing the truth, we laugh for joy.
Just a few words
May guide the dream-wanderer.
Then knowing the world as a dream.
He is awakened.

The Road to Buddhism

T

his body is only transitory. Also the mind which
differentiates right/wrong and losing/winning
is temporary as well. At any moment where there is an
awareness present which has no form there is the real
self.
Then there is no longer a need to follow, or hold onto the
impermanence. Right at that moment if all the turning
upside down thoughts stop the body and mind will be at
peace and relax. This is the Road to Buddhism.
While meditating we can sit still for 1-2 hours, with
no thought arising. A practitioner should always being
aware of the moment: not following or subduing the
arising thoughts. For the meditation session may last a
long time, without any breaks. The practitioners at first
sight seem to be idle; sitting, unmoving with eyes closed.
Actually they are sweating, attentive for there is no rest
at all. Everyone says that the mind is the Knower, this
is our spiritual aspect. Then when the differentiating
thoughts arise like: winning, losing, right, wrong, good,
bad are they true or false? When the first thought
submerges in one or two seconds then the second thought
arises. What is that space in between the two thoughts?
Do we know, or not? If we know it, then we are mindful,
the mind is there. The arising thought is the thinking,
the thinking is motion, movement and action. Every
arising thought is motion. Yet motion is form, so it is
impermanent. When it submerges, that moment is brief,
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a space then another thought arises. If we are not aware
then we do not know. When the second thought arises, we
actually do know straight away but we are not mindful,
or fully aware. For it is in that space between thoughts
that we are fully aware. That awareness of that space is
the no-birth/death Knower.
When we start thinking about father or mother
then visual images appear. When we let go (drop) that
thought, it submerges, we are calm for a while then
another thought arises: perhaps about the uncle or aunt..
again images appear. So the space in between these two
thoughts are the no-birth/death knowing.
Therefore when we meditate for 2 hours, for example,
there may be 200 or more thoughts arising within an
hour so there’s only really an hour of tranquillity in
between. Where are you? What are you doing? It needs
a thorough investigation to understand its value. For
200 thoughts there is one hour in motion, one hour of
peace. So in that hour of mindfulness we are fully aware
and thoughts don’t disturb us. Is that meditation session
useful? At least it is one cumulative hour of peace, don’t
worry about the 200 thoughts arising.
For beginners it is difficult to be at peace straight away,
as the thoughts arise and submerge rapidly. However
with meditation practice the space between thoughts will
open up or enlarge into more peace to benefit them.
In the ancient times the second Patriarch Hui-k’e1
asked Bodhidharma2 to help him bring his mind to peace;
to teach him how to do so.
Bodhidharma (first Patriarch) then told him, “Bring
your mind out and I will pacify it for you.”
Hui-k’e stood still and searched. He knew that before
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his mind was full of thoughts coming and going, running
everywhere but now, when looking back, he couldn’t see
any. He then said, “Master, I couldn’t find it!”
Bodhidharma then said, “I have already pacified it.”
At that moment Hui-k’e immediately knew the door to
enter the way. Actually it needs a long time of profound
training and practice.
One day Hui-k’e said to Bodhidharma: “Master, my
mind now is very clear.”
Bodhidharma replied, “Be aware, not to fall into the
Void.”
Hui-k’e said, “I am always mindful, absolutely, not to
fall into the Void.
Bodhidharma then said, “Thus, you are, so I am also
all Buddhas.”
What does that mean? If whenever no more thoughts
arise, the mind is transparent and always mindful. Then
you, I, and all Buddhas are also in that state. You and I
will be as Buddha. On the way of the practice, most of the
time, we get caught in the words and language, and are
unable to see its true nature and value of the practice.
Now we need to see that.
Our mind, due to the practice, then might be at
peace about 10, 20 or 50% only. To reach the level of the
Patriarch’s, that’s far away. Actually we have gained a
few minutes where the mind is really clear. That state in
zen tradition is called “the Boss”. The arising thoughts
are then called “visitors”. So the “visitors” have form,
“the Boss” does not. Due to having no form “the Boss”
is very difficult to recognise in comparison to “visitors”.
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In fact for the whole meditation session which lasts for
hours we tend to see “visitors” and not “the Boss”.
This is due to our negligence. The arising thought is
the cause. Then when all the causes disappear you still
have to be aware. This is the point that Bodhidharma
approves of Hui-k’e’s completion, by saying… “there you
are, so I am”, meaning that you and I are the same. Yet
not only you and I are the same but also all the other
Buddhas. So, three or four seals of approval are given
at the same time. This is the profound approval. Once
understood as such, we will see the real value of the
practice.
Whoever doesn’t know will find that work is futile.
If last year was spent meditating only to get running
thoughts, this year the same then what in 5 or 10 years?
It’s sad to function like that.
Usually the frequency of running thoughts gets
less and “the Boss” gets clearer and more present. Do
understand that not only sitting meditation for an hour,
is working for our progress but other activities such
as gardening, cooking and food preparation are also
occasions to become aware of arising thoughts. So “the
Boss” is always present. Understanding that thoroughly
then, we will know the meaning and value of a Zen
practitioner.
Some people misunderstand that entering Nirvana is
to enter a bright realm with all the goodies. To think of
Nirvana as such is imagining Nirvana as Nirvana is nobirth, but always awareness and presence. That which is
always aware, always awakened is called Buddha nature.
Therefore when realising the no birth, the awareness and
knowing are always present, that is entering your true
nature and called Buddha.
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We wish to become Buddha, to sit on the lotus (throne)
with a bright halo, without knowing that this Buddha
is only the birth-death Buddha. In fact the True Nature
Buddha (or the Dharma body) has no form.
Accordingly, a practitioner who follows the path
correctly will receive the specific outcome, while the others
who don’t understand the teaching and let the mind run
non-stop will receive no results. Actually, the Knower
is always present, but also silent. Therefore, usually it
isn’t recognised. Once forgotten, life is full of judgement
(right/wrong) and worse of all it is mistaken as the true
self. Holding the view that the impermanent body and
the running mind are the true self, then there is no need
to question why you are continually floundering in the
cycle of birth/death. After ending this cycle you quickly
start the next, non-stop, therefore receive innumerable
sufferings with no exit.

Notes
Dazu Hui-k’e (487-593AD): The Chinese successor
of Bodhidharma. Considered to be the 2nd Patriarch of
Chinese Chan. Hui-k’emet his teacher, Bodhidharma, at
the Shaolin Monastery in 528AD and studied there until
534AD. The name Dazu(Great Ancestor) was bestowed
on him by Emperor DeZong(Tang Dynasty).
1

Bodhidharma: A Buddhist monk (483AD-540AD
circa) traditionally credited as the transmitter of Zen
Buddhism to China regarded as the First Patriarch.
2

He also began the physical training of the monks of
Shaolin Monastery that led to the creation of Shaolin
Kungfu. The Anthology of the Patriarch Hall says that
in 527AD, Boddhidharma visited Emperor Wu of Liang.
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The following is their encounter:
Emperor Wu: “How much karmic merit have I earned
for ordaining Buddhist monks, building monasteries,
having sutras copied and commissioning Buddha
images?”
Boddhidharma: ”None. Good deeds done with worldly
intent bring good kama, but no merits”
E: “So what is the highest meaning of noble Truth?”
B: “There is no noble Truth, there is only emptiness”
E: “Then, who is standing before me?”
B: “I know not, Your Majesty.”
His teaching addressed the importance of the insight
which can be achieved thru “self realization”, not from
texts as the follwing stanz describes:
“A special transmission outside the scriptures,
Not depending on words or letters,
Pointing directly at the heart of man,
And revealing his innate Buddha-hood”.

The Spirit of Freedom
in Buddhism

T

oday I have come here to visit all you nuns/monks
and lay people and according to your requests
give a talk on The Spirit of Freedom in Buddhism.
To talk of this topic is to talk of emancipation. For
freedom is the cause and emancipation, the effect. As
one leads to the other the practitioner must absorb this
meaning in order to reach the aim. All of you here do
understand that in talking about practising Buddhism is
to talk about the Way towards emancipation. However if
we only know the effect of emancipation without knowing
its cause then how can we know how to practise it?
In order to release the Cycle of Birth/Death then firstly
we need to understand what Buddha taught in regard
to the spirit of freedom. In the application of that into
practice we can then derive a good result. Actually the
spirit of freedom in Buddhism is quite different from the
freedom within the mundane world. For worldly freedom
is to do with relationships between people in the forms of
requests and behaviour; in Buddhism it is freedom from
the self. It is freedom of the mind, not the outer one of the
interactions.
To get a good result we need to understand the cause:
freedom. That comes from our work and doesn’t arise
suddenly. Buddhist teaching says that all joy or suffering
is not imposed upon us, but comes definitely from our
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own creation. Actually we are the boss who chooses the
joy or sadness. How then to have joy? Buddha keeps on
repeating that: “I have no power to bless (you with joy)
nor punish anyone with suffering.” Obviously the joy/
sadness are our own manifestation. Sow joy and reap joy,
and vice-versa. However as we are prone to blame; one
is due to heaven and the other, because of fate? These
two opinions as well, are not true. Buddhist teachings
say these do not come from anywhere else but us. This
concept at first hearing may be difficult to accept, but that
is the truth. For example a person facing adversity feels
unpleasantness and starts to complain, then blames or
criticises others. Doing that does it end the suffering, or
just increase and lengthen it?
If they knew that the suffering came as a result of our
own wrong doing, then there is no need to blame others.
Therefore stop blaming society, or family, or other people
around. Rather, we can let these bad feelings go, so to
reduce the animosity.
Now as a Buddhist, whenever seeing anyone in
tribulation, we try to help them in accordance with our
ability. We then plant a good cause. In helping people to
be in joy and overcome suffering and difficulties tends to
build appreciation; as a good effect. If in a village there
are ten or twenty people who suffer and are all helped,
then most of villagers will treat you well. With discord
then dislike will occur. It’s not due to heaven but your own
social skills of rapport and friendliness. Buddha teaches
the truth and does not blame whomsoever. If we wish
our life to be in peace and joy, then we should support
those who are encountering suffering so that they can be
in more joy and less stress and anxiety. Eventually our
lives will also be in peace as well. Some people say that if
they spend all their money to help others, then how can
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they live themselves? Do remember that if you open your
heart to share then that allows others to support you in
turn. Then there is no loss.
So don’t fear poverty from sharing. Only the selfish,
narrow minded always live in poverty from dislike due to
their unwillingness to help others. Our lives can’t always
be of good opportunity. When we still have the ability
and means we should try and help others. For who would
open their heart to you if you never shared? That is not
to know a good path. That path is up to us, good or bad.
Which one do you wish to choose?
The most happy one brings the most peace and joy.
What we should do is try and bring joy to everyone
around you. Otherwise if suffering is brought to people,
eventually it comes to you. This is fair.
Generally Buddhist people believe that practice is
about going to the temple and chanting. That if they
are poor then the chanting of the Lotus Sutra will
bring money. Then the purpose of chanting becomes the
asking of blessings as well as fortune, joy and happiness.
Actually Buddha declared clearly that he had no power
to bless or punish anyone. If we call ourselves Buddhist
practitioners then don’t go against his teachings.
I want to remind you all that our practice involves
the three karmas: mind, speech and body. If requiring
good then let thought, speech and action be good to all.
If opposite in relation to others then don’t expect good
effects. This is the truth.
Some people queried that even though they related
well to others, then somehow this was not shown to
them. Generally people have a habit of remembering any
bad interactions rather than good. You often have more
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bad people than good. If in the situation of having a bad
interaction what should we do?
As I have told you before, don’t rush into being upset.
Perhaps our effort to change is not good enough then the
result is not completely as expected. That doesn’t mean
that people are bad or ungrateful. Now suppose we held
grudges toward someone fully say for 100%, we realise
this and stop causing them harm. This changes our
attitude towards them, but our change is only by 50%
and still not enough to repay the previous bad cause.
Therefore they would still treat you badly. Or it may be
them, who have not let go of their own anger towards
you. We need to make an effort to be better and erase
all the wrong doing. Then the relationship will be better.
Never think that people are not grateful.
Likewise, if previously we were treated 100% badly by
someone and then they started to change their attitude,
perhaps only just a bit better than before, then we still feel
the anger arise, don’t we? Not until we see their kindness,
then we can let our anger go. This is a mutual feeling. If
we don’t get the same treatment from the other, it needs
to be understood that is due to the previous relationship.
Now it’s our turn to repay. We only see the present and
don’t know the past. If we can thoroughly understand the
past then we can accept the present easily.
As I have said before we all have the right to choose
the good/bad path. We don’t want to take the bad one,
so what we should do is to make a peaceful and joyful
environment. Buddhism calls it the dana of joy; it
is compassion. Don’t create suffering for each other.
Buddhism calls it altruism. If you don’t understand that
as such, and see that people dislike you, if you start
chanting to Buddha and asking his help for getting
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people to like you, then what is the result? No matter
how intense your chanting when meeting others is only
violent, abusive swearing or vulgar, people will dislike
you more. We are not courageous to face reality, always
avoid it or beg here and there for rescue but not apply
Buddha’s teaching. If the joy/suffering is from our choice,
then are we also free? For we are at liberty to choose
between the alternatives of joy and suffering. It is up to
us to select, and be fully responsible for that choice. So
when either suffering or joy arrives just accept them as
they are due to our selection. There is in fact nothing such
as luck/misfortune as where are these from? If you can’t
answer that means you leave your life to the unknown.
Buddha taught us that we have the right to choose good
or bad. That is to take responsibility. Not to blame another
nor hide from accountability is a person with a strong will.
Once having understood the Way, the practitioner will be
capable enough with their own strength to organise their
own life. Otherwise a person who doesn’t understand the
teaching will go about blindly and confide their own life
to someone, perhaps something bizarre, and this could be
really dangerous.
This completes the first step for freedom.
The second part of freedom:
Buddhism says that wherever we go we can choose our
own carriage. If the journey is far then pick the carriage
accordingly, or vice-versa. Buddha did not force anyone
to choose, it’s up to your demands so pick the relevant
choice.
* There are five vehicles (yanas or carts) or practices
that bring people to a particular stage of attainment:
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1.The ordinary, mundane world: Pursa yana.
2.Heavenly beings: Deva yana.
3.Voice-hearers. Saravaka yana.
4.Cause-awakened ones. Pratyekabuddha yana.
5.Bodhisattvas.
For example, whoever wants this life to be in peace
and joy, and the next life to be born into ordinary human
form and which continues that, needs to choose the first
vehicle.
They would take the three refuges, uphold the five
precepts. Secure the present life doing good deeds, then
the next rebirth as a human will be a better one.
To be born into the vehicle of heavenly beings requires
the teachings of the ten good deeds to be observed. In
addition to the five precepts, the practice of five more
on body, speech and thought need to be considered
thoroughly. Then after death the practitioners will be
reborn into the heavenly realm, not the mundane world.
The “voice-hearers” stage requires ordination as a
monk or nun. For Mahayanan order this requires 250
precepts for a monk, and 348 for a nun. This vehicle
allows the practitioner to attain the state of an arhat
through observance of precepts and regular meditation.
Anyone who practises the “cause-awakened ones”
vehicle needs to take on the twelve dependent origination
links as a core contemplation. Applying it thoroughly, and
correctly will lead the practitioner to the insight of the
“cause-awakened one” or the state of pratyekabuddha:
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Self enlightened or attainment of Buddhahood without
any direct guidance from a teacher.
The practitioner attaining, or once they’ve attained
the Bodhisattvahood vehicle would be dedicated to help
everybody to love all creatures. Buddha also taught to
apply the six paramitas: generosity (dana), observe
precepts, diligence, patience, meditation and wisdom.
With these five vehicles, Buddha did not force us to
choose any particular one. It’s for us and our capabilities
to use accordingly. Which one do you choose?
Most lay practitioners choose the first, as they prefer
their present life, and wish the next to be better. That’s
enough for them, not anything higher. In fact that’s not
bad.
In doing so, you have to observe the five precepts: no
killing, no stealing, no sexual misconduct, no lying, no
drinking alcohol or taking drugs. Anyone who upholds the
no killing precept will usually be free from imprisonment
in this life, in the next live longer and less sickness.
Observing the no stealing, again no imprisonment, with
the next life wealthy. No sexual misconduct results in a
happy family life with a noble next life. For a person who
does not lie: regarded as trustworthy in this life and in
the next, eloquent and respected, trusted by people. The
one who doesn’t drink or take drugs, has no suffering in
this life and the next life they will be wise.
In regards to these five good results for the future,
which one could you afford to miss? Probably none. For
who wants to die when young? No one. Who wants poverty,
ugliness, speech defects, low intellect or dullness? No
one. So therefore, all five precepts are good enough for
this life, and the next.
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Are they easy to observe or not. Actually they are not
hard, but how many people can keep them all? This is
a pity for we see people in this world disabled in some
way or other. This is due to the breaking or not holding
to the five precepts completely. Lacking a precept then
being reborn with a disability accordingly. For the sake
of an integrated present life and the next to be free from
disability, we must look into all five precepts. This is our
responsibility, no one can imposed that on us. Buddha
clarified it’s definitely our choice.
Therefore does Buddhism respect freedom? Very much
so, it does. Buddha never interfered with anyone’s life,
without being asked to help. He only talked, and showed
the Way. This is the duty of a guide: to be honest and
straight forward. Never to dictate or impose. Buddha
pointed, we choose. If we are not clever and choose the
bad, then best to accept that, not to blame Buddha, or
others, not even heaven or fate.
Now on to the third freedom. This part belongs to our
inner self.
May I ask you all, that in regards to greed, anger
and illusion what do you think? Are they good or bad?
For Buddha considered these the three poisons. If
poisons, then why do we still hold onto them? Isn’t that
unreasonable? For we hold them dear and nourish them
consequently suffer deeply. So why don’t we chase them
out? Why hold them, for what? That is wanting to suffer.
Buddha taught the bikhus: “In your house there are
three poisonous snakes; can you sleep well? No, for you
are always anxious (fearful) as to which one will bite.
Now what needs to be done? Wake up, chase them out!”
Likewise, we know that these three poisons: greed,
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anger, illusion as long as they are inside your heart, then
you are in immeasurable danger. So quickly chase them
out, without regret. Yet on the contrary we are reluctant
and seem to be happy with them. We keep the poisons.
Contradictory isn’t it?
Let’s see the snake of anger in your mind. There is
danger, or else a possible accident there. Say you’re in
a calm state, then someone unintentionally collides
with you. Anger arises, so that you swear at the person.
They respond to the anger by swearing back at you. The
argument generates heat and may result in fighting, in
injury or a court case. This is the snake of anger in your
house and unforeseen dangers occur. The snake of greed
and mediocrity are the same.
A Buddhist practitioner needs to clear out these three
poisons. If not completely then decrease them. Be aware
that the monastic life can also fall victim to these three
snakes creeping into their house (mind) not only for lay
practitioners. All should be careful and watch out. Then
halt, and chase them out. We are free to build up a happy
life for ourselves, and are free also, to lead a suffering one
as well.
It’s easy to be free regarding the outside, but rather
difficult to do with the inner self. Actually we don’t want
to be angry, talk nonsense or do evil. However when
anger emerges, these others can happen. It leads us
everywhere, without restraint. In that moment, we feel
uneasy, for there is a loss of liberty.
Buddha taught us to chase them out if we wanted to be
happy. Otherwise suffering occurs with no freedom.
We always demand emancipation and yet, ignore its
origin. If anger emerges we let it be, then upset comes and
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we hold onto it, even protecting it. Like when someone
reminds you of being angry, then a quick reply is: “that’s
me, that’s my nature”. We take it as our own true, fixed
nature so not changeable. However is anger really our
nature? For mainly we get angry with those people who
are “lower than our level”. With others who have more
power, do we bang on the table or howl at them? So by
showing restraint, surely it’s not our nature, for we see
clearly who to be angry with. Ultimately it’s just your
obstinacy which causes all afflictions, greed and anger.
If we practise well, then the three poisons will gradually
reduce. So we don’t say that’s our nature, for to do so
means that there would be no practice.
Right in inner self there is greed, anger and illusion.
With awareness we can limit it, say ten percent per year...
so after twenty years it gradually goes, that’s the progress.
Otherwise without practice it can grow bigger: straight to
hell, neither Pure Land nor Nirvana. Therefore talking
about the practice is talking about change. That is letting
go of the bad habit and the suffering, towards peace and
joy. Don’t even think that praying, chanting the name of
the Buddha is the practice of Buddhism. For while the
bad habit still exists it is difficult to experience Buddha’s
ultimate joy. A serious practitioner must understand the
root is the cause, the branch: the effect.
Avoid the bad root or eliminate and drop it. Then
peace and joy will come. The Ultimate Joy is the aim,
then all the causes of suffering need to be pushed away.
The practice is the effort to overcome all the causes of
suffering. Otherwise it’s like a sideways diversion and not
the correct practice. The aim of the practice is to eradicate
the greed, anger and illusion. Yet you try to protect
them, so isn’t this contradictory? A serious practitioner
needs to see in depth, understand thoroughly and not to
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mistake due to self lies. Holding too much greed, anger,
and illusion inside, you don’t have capacity for freedom.
To be free is to eliminate them to obtain true liberty.
What we call mundane freedom is not true. Once
having this, we demand more and go on unceasingly. In
fact we are losing our freedom due to the dominance of
greed, anger and illusion.
Buddhism has Twelve links of Dependent Origination3
The first is ignorance. With ignorance as a condition
there arises foundations or volitional impulses. With
foundations there is consciousness and there is birth.
So the root of the Cycle of Birth/Death is ignorance. But
what is ignorance?
There are different explanations: In the Nikaya Sutra,
Buddha taught that the lack of recognition of the Four
Noble Truths is ignorance.
In the Sutra of Perfect Enlightenment Buddha
explained about ignorance in the following way: A
Bodhisattva asked Buddha, “Dear Sir, what is ignorance?”
Buddha replied, “To see this body with the running mind
as true, and as self is”. So simple!
Let’s reflect here. Are we all in the dark or not? For
everybody tends to consider that this body is real, that
all our thoughts are us and are real as well. Obstinacy
such as this is ignorance. Why so? For if the body is really
“mine” then I would have all the power to control it fully.
However in reality, do we have that power? Do we want
sickness, for it occurs? Obviously we have no power to be
the boss. This is the first point for inspection. The next
as explained by Buddha is that the body is composed
of the four elements or basic constituents: the solid or
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form is from earth, the fluid from water, the motion from
wind or air and finally warmth from fire. Are they sense
or senseless? The four senseless components together
make the body but does it mean that we are senseless?
Definitely not, therefore we can’t say this body is us.
In saying that senseless is not us, is sensual thinking
us? Definitely not! All the thinking, analysis and
calculations though sensed are numerous. Good thoughts
like those of Buddha or Bodhisattvas: kind, gentle, good
at one time; or at other moments bad and cruel like lions
or tigers. So which thoughts are actually us? Good or
bad? If all of them are us, then how come there are so
many, and conflicting? We can’t be all that junk. That’s
the first conclusion.
The next is about this: when thinking about something,
suddenly you go back and look where that thought came
from. It disappears and we can’t find its origin. It suddenly
comes and goes. How could this be us? Our lifespan is
about one hundred years, that’s us. Always constant. If
thinking is us then it should be always present at every
second. Yet a thought can come and go in a flash. There
fore how could it be us?
To see the body made from four senseless constituents
as self is ignorant. To see the running mind, with its
whirling mix of good and bad, right and wrong as self is
ignorant also. Due to this misconception we always want
to be superior and acknowledged or valued. From this
many greeds sprout. We are happy to receive them and
angry when they are lost. Therefore ignorance is the root
from where greed and anger comes.
Buddha taught us to use wisdom to eradicate
ignorance. To terminate it we must be wise and awake.
We need to observe and enlighten ourselves to realise
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which is the self. To find the answer, that is the end of
ignorance. If not found, then clinging to this body and
the running mind, considering them as self, means that
we are ignorant forever. Consequently illusion exists and
there is never any release from the Cycle of Birth/Death.
This is the loss of freedom.
If you want to be free, then you must release from this
Cycle. You need to break the ignorance with knowledge
use the bright to see in the dark. If you are in your home at
night and there is no light, then you can trip on furniture
and fall over. So why trip and fall? Provide some light.
It’s simple, likewise to stop suffering in the darkness of
ignorance, use the light of wisdom and awakening.
This is the essence of Buddhism.
Anyone who practises Buddhism without seeing
that truth will definitely flounder in the Cycle of Birth/
Death for their whole life. Not until awoken can you
find freedom from this cycle and are no longer dragged
along by it. To be at peace and free within Birth/Death is
called emancipation. This is the effect due to the practice
of eliminating the cause of greed, anger and illusion. In
order to attain the ultimate freedom we must make an
effort to eliminate all the causes which make us vague,
illusory and living in the dark. Otherwise we always
circle round in the darkness of Birth/Death.
A Buddhist practitioner prefers freedom, longing for
it. That freedom demands that you stop all the causes
which may create its loss. That is the practice. As lay
people, you rarely agree to see the truth. The body is not
true yet in your mind it is beautiful and valuable and
seems long lasting. If anyone criticises this, then anger
results. That obstinacy brings in all sorts of afflictions.
In this world how many get the wishes that they make?
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Everyone can get criticised or blamed, get sick, suffer,
age and eventually die. If you want to be joyful then
eradicate all the causes of suffering.
When Buddhism talks about sufferings it doesn’t
mean to bear it, rather to aim for joy. Everyone thirsts
for freedom. In fact we have to turn back to the self to
really find this freedom for we can’t rely on the outside.
Begging, asking from outside, shows dependence:
that’s not free.
Suppose Buddha said “I bless and punish you” then
you start asking or begging for help. Surely that is a loss
of freedom.
Once it’s understood that all joy/suffering originates
from us then we can erase suffering and build up the
cause of joy. This is freedom, absolute freedom which
does not rely on anybody.
Therefore I usually say that any practitioner, even from
the Zen schools who waits for blessings from heaven; that
request is a loss of freedom no matter who or where you
rely on. Practising as such, is it correct Buddhism? No,
not at all. Ultimately, once the meaning is understood,
you can guess which is proper, and which is not. Proper
is the truth, and vice-versa.
Now we can determine as Buddha’s disciples that we
must practise to have freedom to attain emancipation.
This is the road we walk. Lay people do have the courage
to vow the same as well.
Hope that all of you deserve to be Buddha’s children,
the enlightened one, forever. No longer to live in the dark.
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Notes
Dependent Origination (Pratiya Samutpada) consists
of twelve links:
3

01. Ignorance (avidya) lack of the four noble truths,
ignorance of the suffering ridden nature of existence and
conditions.
02. Formations (samskara) which precede actions.
03. Consciousness (vignana).
04. Body and Mind; name and form.
05. Six sense bases.
06. Contact.
07. Feeling.
08. Craving.
09. Clinging.
10. Becoming.
11. Birth.
12. Aging and Death.
With Ignorance as a condition there are foundations or
volitional impulses.
With foundations as condition, Consciousness.
With Consciousness as condition, Body and Mind.
With Body and Mind as condition, the Six Sense Bases.
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With the Six Sense Bases as condition, then sense
Contact.
With Contact as condition, Feeling.
With Feeling as condition, Craving.
With Craving as condition, Clinging.
With Clinging as condition, Becoming.
With Clinging as condition, Birth.
With Birth as condition, Aging and Death.
Also sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair,
depression; thus is the arising of the whole mass of
suffering.
If there is complete abandoning of Ignorance then the
foundations also cease.
Therefore all of the following consciousness, body and
mind, six sense bases, contact, feeling, craving, clinging,
birth, aging and death together with sorrow, lamentation,
pain, grief and despair all cease.
Thus there is a cessation to this whole mass of suffering.

The Basics for Practice

T

oday I would like to elaborate on the basics for
practice, so that the teachings of Buddha will
be applied appropriately. The correct way is to make
progress every day. Have you all taken the Three Refuges?
Most of you have. Then after that a Buddhist would also
observe the Five Precepts, and accordingly believe that
the outcome will help us go to the human realm.
Once in ancient China there was a monk who lived in
a net between the branches of a tree. He was physically
deformed but known to be enlightened. A famous poet
(Bai-ju-ji 772-846 AD Tang Dynasty) visited him to ask
about the essence of Buddhism. He was given the stanza:
Do no evil
Do good deeds.
Clear your mind.
This is the teachings of all Buddhas.
The poet burst out laughing saying, “This is just like a
folk song which any eight year old child knows by heart.
What is your point to teach me this?”
The monk then replied, “There, yes you are correct,
every eight year old child knows it by heart, however not
all eighty year old persons have fulfilled it yet.”
Now, let’s see the meaning of the stanza. Why it is so
important that the monk referred to it as the essence of
Buddha’s teachings.
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The first sentence: do no evil. Very simply said indeed.
But how? When Buddhists keep the Three Refuges and
always vow to observe the Five Precepts which are:
Not to kill, not to steal, not to engage in sexual
misconduct, not to lie, not have intoxicating drinks or
take drugs. If we observe these five precepts and strictly
stop doing wrong deeds as crimes. If we don’t follow the
precepts that means we have committed offences and
face the consequences such as:
1.Killing: imprisonment or harsher punishment.
2. Stealing: the same as above.
3.Sexual misconduct: create family or social
unhappiness.
4. Lying: rejection, or legal punishment.
5. Drinking/ Drug taking: self destruction and crime.
Eventually these Five Precepts help to stop people from
doing and creating evil. Hence we can start to do good
deeds. Buddha taught us that the first step to practise
was not to do evil. It is like a safety barrier around a ditch
or hole of evil. Like most considerate parents who teach
their teenage children of the dangers of drinking alcohol/
taking drugs or gambling or mingling with hooligans.
Are all of these forbidden in a loving and caring way,
or just used to give them a hard time? It’s due to love
that’s why they are protected, for now and the future.
These prohibitions may seem at first sight to be severe
but actually serve as a guide for them, if they follow the
advice. The parents love their children so they naturally
forbid them to do evil. Likewise Buddha loves all sentient
beings so that he helps whoever comes to him. They will
suffer less and live in peace and joy as good members in
their own families and society.
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In that sense, in these Five Rules, anyone who breaks
any of them, is that good or bad? What if more than two
or three are broken? Then that is the downward road.
Buddha wanted to protect our dignity that’s why he
banned evil doing. Not only do we become good persons
by refraining from the five evils, but we also become good
citizens. Consequently when at death, we know clearly
that we will be reborn as a human. This practice is called
human realm.
After achieving this first step we can follow the next
one and progress.
Buddha loved all sentient beings and wanted us to have
a good life now as well as in the next life. A question for
you all: If everyone in a village kept these Five Precepts
would all the villagers live in peace? Would there be any
need to lock the doors at night anymore? Who would dare
to steal or suspect others? We can see that the teaching
of Buddha is very realistic. It helps us to lead a peaceful
life in a joyful environment. So, even the first step of
practising Buddhism to keep the Five Precepts gives us
progress in this life and the next one.
Buddha taught us that whoever keeps the precept
of not killing will in the next life, enjoy longevity. For
not stealing they will have good business or accumulate
wealth. If by keeping the third precept, no sexual
misconduct, then have beauty and manners. For not
lying, have eloquence and the trust of others. Avoiding
drink and drugs will lead to intelligence and wisdom.
So we would be wise to keep all the Five Precepts and
not miss the advantages. For example keeping the first
two precepts but missing the third leads to a rebirth of
a long and wealthy life, but as ugly so no one looks at
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you, can you be happy? In not keeping the fourth you
live a long time and are beautiful but still unfulfilled,
unhappy. Finally if four precepts are kept but not the
fifth then there is a lack of intelligence or wisdom in the
next life, like a dementia. Thus still no happiness.
By the end it is best to keep all the Five Precepts, as
this helps in this life to be a good person and the next to be
reborn as a worthy citizen. Buddha prepares a good and
safe journey for us to follow. This is only the first step.
For anyone who wants to go further to the next stage
of the Ten Good Deeds: these are three from the body:
not killing, not stealing and no sexual misconduct, four
from speech: not lying, non-cruel talk, non-divisive or
conflict agitating, no exaggerating or causing hatred
and three from mind: less greed, less anger, and less
illusion. In keeping these Ten Deeds when you leave
your material body, you enter the heavenly realm. This is
only one further step, isn’t it? The more you practise the
more you progress and become more ethical and genuine.
The Five Precepts help us to watch the body and speech,
but not the mind. It is the Ten Good Deeds that help the
mind to be less angry, greedy and illusory. These last
three are difficult to control, but if we can begin to reduce
them that would be a good start. Whatever any evil, once
eliminated, always supports our goodness.
Now I will elaborate on the last three: greed, anger
and illusion.
Have you seen anyone who is doing something
successfully in steps, one after another and achieving
that? Do they wish to stop immediately, and rest, or do
they just keep on going compulsively until they drop
dead? Some might not even be aware of their activities.
This success becomes a bottomless bag, no matter how
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much is put in, never filling up. Therefore it is then greed
that keeps on pushing us to work, whether for good or
bad it doesn’t matter, as long as the benefits keep coming,
that is the source of the energy that makes a person work
so endlessly. With this non-stop effort there can be many
accumulated harmful effects as well.
Firstly there is the drudgery of working day and night,
then the practice (of Buddhism) is forgotten, so finally
as well, letting go of good deeds. It is due to greed that
the pockets need to be filled up. It makes us become a
person who never looks back and sees the wealth already
made, therefore is unable to enjoy and relax. Even if the
business is thriving, do we need to carry on until old age
without getting bored? What do you think? Of course not!
Not until something collapses then we can pause, usually
with success we keep moving on. The meaning here is
that where there is success there is no boredom, as it now
has become an obsession.
In the Sutra of Buddha’s Bequeathed Teaching, Buddha
said that a person who has this bottomless greed with no
boundaries, would not even be satisfied with living in the
heavenly realms. While another with less greed would
sleep tight on a grassy field. Greed always creates desire
for more, avoids loss and makes a person reach higher to
continue as there is no place called “Stop”!
When we have less greed then we know the limits. We
can stop according to our needs. If we have the longevity,
we have time to practise, to cultivate good deeds. That
means we have the time when we can apply ourselves
to the teaching. On the other hand, if we remain greedy,
then there is no practice whatsoever. The plan then is for
having more of what we have. This is the Truth. Buddha
said the greedy person is like the thirsty one who drinks
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salty water. What happens? The more they drink the
more they thirst. There is no quenching.
Some people might say: I vow to make enough money to
raise my family. That sounds normal and reasonable. But
what happens after the money comes? Right there they
cannot stop yet persist with making more, until it’s too
late and old age has come. Sometimes, many Buddhists
wish to be reborn into the heavenly realms, so that they
have a comfortable, pleasant life. It is believed that
there, every wish would be granted. However Buddha
said whosoever wants to practise, and progress, should
vow to return into this mundane world realm, not the
heavenly one. Do you know the reason why? In this world
there is variety and challenge with success or failure. For
any happiness that may result fades, so later suffering
or regret occurs. When happy we tend to neglect the
practice. For all our desires seem to temporarily cease,
and we are busy enjoying the moment. Then we awake
from happiness; and suffering follows. In fact a totally
happy environment is not the best place for practice,
rather it’s the one for enjoyment.
Now let us imagine a situation where you had ample
facilities, abundant money, then how would you enjoy
this? Would it be with your same meals and clothing? Is
it possible that you could over eat meals, and consume
more than three poor men? Whose stomach could tolerate
that? If it could then maybe it would lead to sickness?
About clothes; how many to put on, or variety, just to
keep warm? Actually whenever we know the limits, the
needs, then we have time to apply Buddha’s teachings.
On the other hand, when everything is provided freely,
we would assume that it would be easy to practise. In
fact it is not.
Therefore, Buddha said those persons born into the
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heavenly realms live longer, say 100 or 1000 times those
of worldly people. Yet no matter how long this period is
enjoyed, when they have used up all their merits, death
comes and they fall into lower realms. Likewise, in this
world when we look at the rich; do they have time for
practice? Wouldn’t they rather have celebrations or
parties every night? What about us, Mr and Mrs Average,
is it easy for us to practise? Easy, but if we were destitute
then wouldn’t we be hungry or looking for shelter?
Buddha said there were realms like hell, hungry
ghosts and animals, where one cannot practise. The two
good realms of heaven also pose problems. This worldly
realm with its variety and challenges is ideal for us to be
awoken. Apparently, if we want to progress in practising,
we should apply ourselves here in this world. Do not wait
for a heavenly world, for that is for enjoyment only.
A Buddhist practitioner needs to observe the Ten
Good Deeds. They should refuse to go to the heavenly
realm with the understanding that by remaining in this
worldly realm means continuing on the path. So even
after death, if approached by holy messengers, you can
firmly ask to return to the worldly realm where you can
resume practice at an early age.
We have seen that greed is bottomless, how about
anger, then? Is it easy to let go of? Where does it come
from? There are two places:
1.Due to Greed itself.
2.Due to the Obstinacy of the I.
For example in a family, when the father or mother
wants something done and orders a child to do that, the
child might either not listen, or just do it their own way.
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So how do the parents feel when eventually their way
has been ignored. Would they be angry, and why? If we
are parents, how dare the children not listen?
This is the ego; due to this ego the anger arises.
Whoever opposes the “I want” and “I” organise” then
opposes the “I”, and anger follows. Unfortunately this
behaviour is considered to be normal and acceptable from
parents and adults toward their treatment of children or
youth in some cultures.
Therefore we practise in this way. Firstly we minimise
the greed and then address the anger. We can slowly
reduce both as we are not holy persons yet, and then
completely let them go. Is there a method to reduce
anger? Buddha suggested patience to be practised. This
is to soothe the anger. How to be patient? Some people
say that whenever the anger arises, to take a sip of cold
water to cool down. That might be a temporary aid but
does not help to solve the problems. Another method is to
chant the Buddha’s name. This could help but when the
chanting stops the anger usually reappears, even more
stronger.
Actually to diminish the anger, there are two
procedures:

1. Practice patience.
Buddha said this helps to counteract the anger. If you
are practising patience and people provoke you, then you
are able to halt your anger in time. For the thought can
be: “Patience is wise and talk is idiotic.” This is like a
mantra and prevents an immediate reaction. Keep your
silence and don’t talk or shout for if there are no words,
then there’s no excuse to fight. Practise this way and see
if you can solve the situation in a peaceful manner. Later,
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when you remember, the anger might arise again so how
to de-root it completely?

2. Buddha taught loving kindness.
How is this done?
Say a person wrongly and sharply criticised us with
slander and defamation. How could we not get angry? Let
alone like them, afterwards? Regarding these persons
whenever we hear their voices, or see them, or even their
shadow, then that would automatically cause us to boil
over inside. How is it possible to apply loving kindness
towards them? This is in fact, a big issue. Buddha told
us the way to practise is with altruism. So let’s examine
this.
The person who voiced the slander or incorrect speech,
are they wise? Are they well-mannered and kind? In
case they are not these qualities, then what about us?
We are aware that what they said is not correct or
reasonable so if we argue that means we are the same.
Rather we should take these people to be deluded and
disregard them. How can we do that?
See it this way: These people are in the dark mediocre
world, while those that see the truth, are in the bright.
Therefore we should feel loving kindness towards them.
Like visiting a mental health hospital and the inmates
start swearing at you. Would you be angry or on the
contrary love them, as they are unaware of their actions?
Even though they slander us due to their illness we don’t
get affected by that. So how about the other people?
They are not mentally ill yet somehow close to that.
Actually we should start to be altruistic and show them
loving kindness. We should feel pity for them as they are
suffering in the confusion. This is how to develop loving
kindness.
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If you don’t exercise loving kindness with your patience
then the anger will still arise in you when seeing that
person. You need to apply your loving kindness directly
so that the root of your anger is dug up. Then when less
angry you will feel much lighter and happier.
Nowadays people argue with each other in families.
Like the wife who disagrees with the husband, or vice
versa, causing stress. All this is due to anger. One says
something, the other objects, then a verbal fight ensues.
Where is the end? Who knows what will happen? Anger
can lead people to unmeasurable disaster. It might start
with just a little dot but spreads everywhere. Buddha
said only one spot of fire (anger) can extinguish a whole
bush of merits. For example, it’s summer now, and just
one cigarette butt dropped in the bush can cause a whole
area to be incinerated. Why burn our merits? A good
practitioner should reduce the heat of anger. In order
to reduce that then, practise the two virtues: patience
and altruism. Once they have been well applied then the
anger gradually diminishes to nil.
Now let us talk about number three: the illusion. Do
you know what is called illusion? If you don’t know what
it is then how can you let go of it? We need to understand
that there are different levels of illusions. The lowest
level is not being clear in differences about good deeds.
For what is evil, cruel, witchcraft, crime, merit, or right?
If you can’t see the differences between these, then
that is still living in illusion. Now I ask you, tell me the
differences? If you can’t provide any detail, you only know
they exist so this is the same illusion. For example, like
when you prepare to go out, before departing you go to
the Buddhist altar and burn incense and pray for a safe
journey. Is this a good enough action for a practitioner?
What if you hear critics or by accident meet people that
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oppose your opinions, do you react so violently that it
threatens your safety?
A wise practitioner after prayers to Buddha, then
applies accordingly, to reduce the anger, the bad and ugly,
to maintain a peaceful life. Otherwise you are always in
anger showing that the Buddha’s teachings were not
clearly understood. Only believe in Buddha in terms of
blessings given, to keep on begging for them? That is not
the truth. It is wrong.
Actually if someone goes to a temple and pays
respect to Buddha, then subsequently their wishes were
granted. What would that person consider: that this
Buddha (statue) is very sacred? Then other times in the
future, in the same temple, the request is not fulfilled,
so this Buddha is no longer sacred? In fact the Buddha
declared, “I have no right to bless or to punish anybody,
whatsoever.” This shows that the belief, in regards to
blessings received, is totally wrong. Buddha said that his
teachings are for helping us to avoid and eliminate the
bad, the ugly; so as to do the right and the good. This
means that all the crime, merits, virtues, cruelties and
so on, are done by us alone. Hence Buddha talks about
cause and effect; whatever you sow, you reap. For good
deeds tend to bring, through goodwill, good results.
When teaching about cause and effect, Buddha has
no issues with blessings or punishment. If these happen,
then there is no cause and effect. As cause and effect
happen, then blessing and punishment by Buddha, do
not exist. The real fact is that for us to correct ourselves.
To be aware of the practice, and our responsibility, we
then understand the truth clearly.
Although there are the Buddha’s teachings, we still
need to ponder and check the appropriateness of some
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other teachings, other beliefs when used together with
Buddha’s. For example in house location or design the
use of Oracle Charts (Feng Shui) to guarantee good luck
or prosperity. Is that Chart the Truth? The reality is it
is no guarantee for success. Perhaps to build with other
help; or our own, is better rather than the Oracle Chart.
This means that most of us are not sure of what is the
truth. Nowadays, there is an issue that a lot of Buddhist
practitioners do not even know where their beliefs come
from. There is a misunderstanding that the Oracle Chart is
from Buddha’s teaching, whereas in fact it’s from Taoism.
In ancient times astrology was used in ceremonies, for
birth and marriage, and travel. Eventually the culture
changed and these scholar numbers declined. Now there
are some monks who can still read the Chinese Texts so
they are approached to perform the original predictive
functions and ceremonies. By doing these activities they
bring benefits to their temples. Nowadays any temple
which does not have these ceremonies or services is called
“poor” and not supported by donations. In reality these
are not Buddhist beliefs, yet some people still believe
them and make it their practice.
Another unreasonable matter in the star worship
(astrology) is a lack of our understanding: which star/
planet, where is it, when to perform the ceremony? For
it is said that before the start of the year, a ceremony
should be performed so that the owner of the house can
have a year of peace. Due to that wish there is just a blind
trust of carrying on without a consideration of whether
that’s true or not.
Sometimes I tell a joke: Let’s look at the star ceremony
on the 9th of January which is believed to bring peace, then
in reciting the list of names (of blessed recipients) whose
name should be called out first? Have you ever heard the
Abbott’s name? Only the name of the followers, as the
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Abbott doesn’t believe in such an effect, yet the ceremony
is done due to the request of the lay people. Eventually,
both are incorrect and don’t help each other. So this sort
of belief is it true? If praying, offering to astrology could
help to stop bad occurrences, then thieves or criminals
could afford to pray the most for such not to happen. In
reality they get caught no matter whatsoever.
Good effects tend to come from good deeds, not
astrology. Do you still believe in astrology? If you do,
that is wrong and an illusion. Believing in the untrue
is illusory. So how will you answer? Will you keep the
illusion? We determine to let it go, don’t we? We have
the wisdom which tells us which is true or false, so as to
keep it or not. Therefore in order to minimise, diminish
the mediocre we have to gradually release the illusions.
Actually it’s best to completely detached from them. For
they are not true and it’s just a habit to hold till the end.
Isn’t it such a pity? Take courage and drop that which is
untrue and go from mediocre to wisdom in slow steps.
Understand that it is the wrong belief that Buddha
blesses or punishes.
Buddha taught us the cause and effect. Therefore all
the prayer ceremonies for blessings are not true. Yet
knowing that they are false but not dropping them, that
is the most mediocre. The practice is the letting go of the
matter, once known it is untrue. That is the elimination
of the illusion to come to wisdom.
As a Buddhist if you nourish the mediocre instead
of taking the right way, it is a crime. What crime is it?
Buddha in the Paranirvana Sutra specifically banned
palm readings, astrology and predictions of luck or
omens. Buddha did not approve of these activities as they
are not the truth. Yet now we keep these, so are these
against Buddha’s teachings? Isn’t that a crime?
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Let’s determine to drop it. Knowing that is a crime,
but dare not end it, that makes you weak not strong. For
everything that is not true has to be terminated. Wisdom
starts then, otherwise we continue living in the mediocre
darkness at the very bottom level. You might still hesitate
to drop this let alone other illusions. How to apply?
It is clear that effort helps us to stop doing evil,
prepares us for moving into the area of good deeds. To
stop doing evil is to stop walking on the roads leading us
to the three realms; hell, hungry ghosts and animals. For
at least we can be reborn, in the human realm, as a good
person. Furthermore, if we vow to be a human in order
to practise Buddha’s teachings then for many aeons we
will encounter them, until enlightenment. This is the
explanations for not doing evil.
Now for the second part: to do all good deeds. How
many good deeds have you done so far? For example we
could have done some small deeds, but regarding those
big ones we might not be able to have done yet. Maybe
we have only fulfilled five, of the ten matters? Therefore
the “net” master said every child of eight can recite the
stanza by heart, but not all of the eighty eight year old
adults have yet completed the deeds. Let’s go through
and see whether we have done all the good deeds and
finalise them.
As Buddhist practitioners, you should see that the way
is to first stop doing evil. If we halt doing evil, then this
is the first step, completed. Now we need to go forward
to the next substantial step. Do good deeds. What are
they? Whatever is useful or beneficial for people. How to
do them? Just do all of those according to your ability. In
regard to the good deeds, the first thought in your mind
maybe giving alms or donations isn’t it?
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Actually we can do good deeds in other ways: like for
a person suffering an illness it can be through visiting,
listening, sharing time or soothing their pain. It does not
have to be giving money at all. It could be a couple that
want a divorce and you can help to reconcile them, or
give friendly advice. A good deed is from body, speech and
thought, as well. Just use your time and energy to help
with that person’s needs, whenever required.
The third sentence of the stanza was: Keep your mind
clear. Apparently by observing the Five Precepts helps
you not to do evil. Then afterwards by doing the good
deeds with keeping the mind clear is the teachings of all
the Buddhas. I want to ask you one question: When you
chant Buddha’s name, what is that done for?
As thoughts arise, one following another, incessantly
all day like dirty water; this needs filtering and cleansing
in order to become clear. Likewise chanting the Buddha’s
name is a way to purify the mind. The focus is on repeating
Buddha’s name, it helps the mind keep still. This is one
way of practising. There is another way: to meditate.
When we meditate, we are aware of the breath. Breathe
in for one count, out for the second, then continue till
the tenth count, and restart again. The practitioner is
focused on breath and the count, so the mind tends to
stop running and slowly becomes clearer. From further
practice the thoughts and calculations are dropped; the
mind becomes peaceful.
To follow Buddhism we take these steps: First observe
the precepts regarding evil, next to do good deeds, then
finally the most important, to keep the mind clear. Let’s
take the practitioner who chants the Buddha’s name until
Buddha welcomes them to Nirvana. It is said that if you
chant until the mind is clear with no running thoughts
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for one day, two days and so on until you die, then Buddha
awaits you and joins you in Nirvana. Is that so? Whenever
the mind stops following the running thoughts, it is
then still, there are no other thoughts. When there is no
thinking, then the mind is at one mind. There is only one
mind which is no mind. Therefore chanting the name of
Buddha until there is no chanting, that is chanting to one
mind. Where the mind is at a state of purity, no darkness
or dirt, and that is the rebirth in the Pure Land. This is
the Pure Land practice.
Nowadays people who chant Buddha’s name wish to
be reborn in the Pure Land but their mind is not clear,
thoughts keep running here and there, even if they chant
continuously, their mind can’t be as one. It’s a pity.
Here is the practice of Zen meditation as I revived it.
Why do we meditate? To let go of all the running thoughts.
These can’t be dropped all at once, but gradually until no
more arise. You sit meditating and get to tranquillity, to
dhyana.
Just think of something. Whose thought is that? Mine!
When you are angry with someone, who is it that is angry?
Me! Then when you hate someone, who does? I, also. So
everything is I, me, mine. And how many are there? Just
check, and tell me, how many of the I? Is “I” one, or many?
If many, then “I” is not in order, or cluttered. Just which
“I” is true? This is a very delicate issue and we need to
examine it carefully.
Apparently everybody believes that when anger arises
then that is: “I” am angry, also “I” love, “I” am upset, “I”
hate, and so on. Then how many “I” from birth till death:
is it one, or many? Only one, however as everything is
called the one, which one is the true one? If anger comes
from the “I”, then when love appears does it appear from
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the same, or with joy and dislike? Just who is this “I”
and why so mixed up? We realise that we have mixed
up ourselves with our thoughts, emotions with our mind.
Actually they are only shadows, for they are not true,
they arise only to disappear.
For example if you are angry with someone. Then
suddenly you meet a relative whom you have missed for
a long time, at your door. Where does the prior anger go?
You are so happy, without anger. It means that these
emotions are not true, but we lean on them. Consider
them to be true. Whenever we mistake that they are
true then they twist us around all day. Is there any time
you didn’t think for five minutes? No! It’s too difficult as
thoughts arise, one after another.
Maybe you might think what I just said was strange,
but go and see someone outside in the street who is
walking and mumbling. What do you think? Are they
mad? Likewise, you don’t mumble, but talk aloud, in here
(points to head). All sort of things from nowhere, run up
and down inside you, does it mean you are insane? So one
is mad inside, with activity, and the other mad outside?
Is everybody insane?
Buddha said we are living as if “turned upside down”,
like crazy without knowing. For example at night before
bedtime, can you close your eyes and sleep straight
away? No. But you think of this or another story, which
are untrue, and become your boss twisting you, perhaps
all of the next day.
There is the story about Master P’u-yuan4. One day
when Master Zhao-zhou5, then just a student, approached
Master P’u-yuan who asked: “Are you a saminari with a
boss, or a saminari without a boss?”
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Zhao-zhou said, “Master, I am a saminari with a boss.”
Master P’u-yuan then asked, “Where is he (the boss)?”

Zhao-zhou then moved forward and put his hands
together respectfully saying, “Master, I wish you many
merits.”
So Master P’u-yuan approved.
Later on Zhao-zhou asked, “What is the Way?”
Master P’u-yuan said, “Ordinary mind is the Way”.
Have you known the ordinary mind? We practise to
enlighten, yet we keep hold of the un-ordinary mind,
don’t we? Continuing the Birth/Death Cycle, this is the
un-ordinary mind. Now if that mind is submerged, then
the Way appears. If that is submerged completely, then
that is the clear mind.
In the practice of Zen meditation there is a story: We
go to a well and draw some water into a bucket. The
water in the well is not totally clear, nor that in the
bucket. If the bucket is left to stand for a day or so, the
water in it will clear as the dirt settles, submerges to
the bottom. When there is clear water then your image
will reflect in it and shine. So clarity is like brightness.
Likewise all running thoughts are like dirt or scum, and
once submerged; or here more correctly, dissipated, the
ordinary mind appears. That is the true mind. Then we
see the Way and be enlightened.
You see that to practise Buddhism is to move step
by step: precepts, good deeds, then clear mind. Anyone
following this procedure to practise correctly is applying
the teaching of all Buddhas. So which step are you at now?
Is it completely fulfilled? Then go on to the next, till the
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mind is clear. A practitioner should follow their specified
way; either follow the pure land chanting Buddha’s name
until the mind is clear, or else meditation to dhyana.
That is the end of the road. Otherwise practising without
knowing, being unsure of the road, unable to move to the
end is a waste of time and energy.
Understanding as such you will see that Buddhism is
very profound. Like earlier on I talked about the bucket
of dirty water that had to clear. So where does the clean
water come from? It is already there. The reason for the
dirtiness is due to the scum, isn’t it? Therefore we have to
filter, then all will be clear. Our mind is the same. What
does Buddha teach? I am enlightened, I am Buddha. You
will be Buddha, you will be enlightened.
That means Buddha, got the wisdom, the brightness
under the Bodhi tree. For forty nine days and nights he
sat calmly to let go all the thoughts and then he was
enlightened. Where did his enlightenment come from?
From filtering all the running thoughts, so his mind was
clear, by itself.
Now we should practise the same way. Not until our
running mind is stopped still, then the wisdom can be
revealed. Where do we find Buddha? Right here in your
mind and not in the forest or on the mountain. Just stop
following the running mind, that is the Buddha mind. If
it keeps running then that is the sentient beings’ mind.
I remind you of what Master P’u-yuan said, “Ordinary
mind is the Way.”
The Way is the end, the final aim of the practitioner.
So do you now know how to practise? Is it clear?
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Notes

Nan-quan P’u-yuan (748-835 AD) A Dharma heir of
Ma-zu Dao-yi.
4

Zhao-zhou Cong-shen (778-897AD) one of 17 Dharma
heir’s of Nan-quan P’u-yuan.
5

Some famous dialogues:
Zhao-zhou: What is the Way?
Nan-quan: It is the Ordinary mind.
Zhao-zhou: Is there any way to approach it?
Nan-quan: Once you intend to approach it, you are on
the wrong track.
Zhao-zhou: Then barring conscious intention, how can
we attain a knowledge of the Way?
Nan-quan: The Way belongs neither to knowledge nor
to no-knowledge. For knowledge is but illusive perception,
while no-knowledge is more confusion.
If you really attain true comprehension of the Way, not
shadowed by the slightest doubt, your vision will be like
that of infinite space; free of all limits and obstacles. Its
truth or falsehood cannot be established artificially by
external proof.
Exchange between Nan-quan and Lu-hsuan:
Lu-hsuan: “What if I told you that a man had raised
a goose in a bottle, watching it grow until one day he
realised it had grown too large to pass through the bottle’s
neck? Since he didn’t want to break the bottle, or kill the
goose, how could he get it out?
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Nan-quan: (then shouting) “My esteemed governor...”
Lu-hsuan replied, “Yes, sir.”
Nan-quan said, “The goose is out.”
The reply became a Koan as Lu-hsuan was enlightened
on the spot. Nan-quan had shown that one who poses a
hypothetical question could be answered by an equally
hypothetical response.

The Birth/Death Cycle:
The Biggest Issue
Questions:
1. The Birth/Death Cycle is the biggest issue. Death
comes in the blink of an eye and
2. “Birth is like being covered by a warm blanket in
winter. Death is like taking off a shirt, in summer.”
As a practitioner, whether lay or monastic, how should
we live accordingly in regard to these two opinions?
Answer: Generally speaking, there are two types
of practitioners; the one who has not yet reached
awakening, though wants to progress on that Way. This
one has on their forehead printed the words “Birth/
Death Cycle, the Biggest Issue”. This was also the aim
of Sakyamuni Buddha when he renounced the mundane
world. To practise Buddhism means to solve the problem
of the Birth/Death Cycle. How many others prior to his
renunciation had given up on this issue? Buddha was
determined to solve the Birth/Death Cycle completely, to
not give in to it. He could not surrender the Birth/Death
Cycle, but had to overcome it. Therefore he renounced
the mundane, to find the Way. Once having reached that
wisdom, there was the exit of the cycle of Birth/Death.
From then on, all the practitioners that followed
him when willingly became monastic, or determined to
practise Buddhism to obtain liberation, could not belittle
the issue of the Birth/Death Cycle. So once we renounce
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as well, then we need to put all our efforts into winning
that issue: the release of the Birth/Death Cycle. This is
the target: emancipation, exiting of Birth/Death Cycle.
The word emancipation refers to freedom from the push/
pull of the Birth/Death Cycle.
Everyone, especially the monastic, needs to see the
importance of the Birth/Death Cycle and not to ever,
despise it. This is the first step in our road of practice.
Once awakened, we will realise that there is a truth
that is always present and permanent. That is, do not
get carried away by, nor co-dependent to the Birth/Death
Cycle. Therefore, living with the no Birth/Death Cycle is
actually according to the assembly of all the causes. For
all the causes that get together is Birth; if there is not
enough, or when broken; then there is Death. The Birth/
Death Cycle is the issue of all the causes.
As to the Dharma body6 or True nature; it has nothing
to do with that.
In terms of living with the Dharma body, the Birth/
Death Cycle is only a play, a dream, a phantom, and
there is no need to worry.
One master said, “Regarding the Birth/Death Cycle:
there is no need to keep, or worry about it, at any stage.”
So should we be concerned with it at the stage of
awakening? If we realise the permanent True self at that
moment, then regarding the matter of Birth/Death Cycle,
there is no need for concern. If we have no realisation of
the permanent True self, then the Birth/Death Cycle is
the biggest issue.
Therefore we see that the two opinions are correct to
the practitioner.
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For the one yet to awake; the Birth/Death Cycle is the
biggest issue.
To the awoken, this cycle is only a game.
Master T’zu-ming said, “Birth is like being covered by
a blanket in winter. Death is like taking off a shirt in
summer.” We all know that we have the no Birth/Death
cycle. However for the benefit of all sentient beings there
is a need at birth, to help them. That birth is considered
to be like being covered by a warm blanket in winter,
there is no fear. After the duties of a monk or teacher
have been fulfilled, then leaving behind the worldly body
to return back to the Dharma body; is like taking off a
shirt in summer, very cooling, no worries.
In the case of birth or death, then there’s no fear or
concern. This is the view of all the holy persons who have
been enlightened. However, if yet to be awakened, then
the top priority is the issue of the Birth/Death Cycle. It
is of value to us until we can become familiar in living in
the no Birth/Death Cycle of the Buddha body. Then there
is no need to worry about it, because the Birth/Death
Cycle is only a game.
In the middle of the year I had an inspiration to
compose a stanza:
Lean on this false self...
We wander in this dream-like world.
Once the dream is over
Seeing the truth, we laugh for joy.
Just a few words
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May guide the dream-wanderer.
Then knowing the world as a dream.
He is awakened.
The reason I composed this was that at the time I started
to teach the Mulamadhyamakakarika (fundamental
verses on the Middle Way by Nagarjuna) I saw very
clearly what I wanted to say. One night I was outside
and remembered all the teachings of the Patriarch, then
I had the inspiration. Some people unknowingly said I
composed the stanza to say good bye, perhaps being
close to death? Actually it’s not so. The stanza has two
meanings;
1. I look at life and my last days.
2. I wish that the next generation will realise or accept
what I have understood, what I understand.
So I now elaborate on the stanza, for you to remember:
In the first verse “depend (lean) on the false self” is:
Our body, as I always explain to you, it’s life, and we
think that is very important. However, using the eye of
Prajna, it is only a getting together of causes. When they
assemble then life exists, hence passes away when they
break. There is no guarantee that it will last forever.
There are four external elements, and four internal
ones. They both interrelate and support each other.
Therefore we live by temporarily borrowing the four from
outside which harmonise with the four inside. If lacking
in the borrowing or harmonising then you lack support
from either side, and life terminates.
Our present life is actually like a dream or illusory.
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So our body now is borrowed, like a dream, it’s nothing
new or strange. Seeing this life as being temporary and
illusory, what else do we have? It cannot only be the
illusory and borrowed body. That’s why I used the word
“depending (leaning)”. Just who then “leans”? Actually
there is something leaning on this body. Due to its leaning
then, it has a life.
And that “leaning”, is not temporary or illusory like
the body. So you see that this body is not the end. It
means that it has “the boss”, but when we are still in
the darkness it is called “the leaning karma”. Actually
the leaning or depending is “the boss” and not ordinary
nature. The body is the ordinary object which lets “the
boss” lean on it. The body is the illusion or dream. Then
when the illusory body wanders places, here and there,
are these places real? They are obviously also in a dream.
Like Patriarch Gui-shan Ling-you always reminded us
that the monastic needs to consider themselves as a
visitor, going to and from the three realms. These three
realms are like a dream place to travel. The visitor
is important, not the places. Here I used the phrase
“wander in this dream-like world”. Most worldly people
are caught in the dream world, seeing places as true,
“mine”, “all mine”. It is “my” house, land, possessions
and “I” am so happy when having, so sad when losing.
That means the world leads us to live in uncertainty. If
we see the world is a dream, outside places as dreams as
well, with the body inner and outer the same, then there
is no ties, no fear. Win or lose will be only a game with no
more suffering. That’s how I describe this body and this
place where we are carrying it, and living in. Whenever
the body and the place disperse, what happens? That is
the sentence: “the dream is over”.
We exhale only and not inhale. We return but don’t
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borrow again, meaning that the body starts to decay. The
wind (air) has finished and so the fire (warmth) dissipates
and the water and earth (form) breaks. Our body is not
as articulate as before. When the eyes close tight what
happens to the outside scene? It has no more to do with
us. The body without air will break, the outside world
becomes absent. At that moment the body and the world,
is a dream that is over. That is why I said: “once a dream
is over”. Then how do you react? What will happen?
Tears? Increasing separation from all the family around?
Consider it as the end journey with no more meetings.
Only painful cries and sobs for the departing. Or perhaps
there will be pain and suffering?
Master Gui-shan said, “The road in front is vague,
we don’t know where to go.” If near to death, suddenly
realise that no good deeds have been done, then where
to go next? That can bring a lot of stress for most of us,
especially saying the final goodbye. What will happen
next? It’s very painful as there are two types of suffering:
that of departure and the fear of not knowing what will
happen next. These two stages gnaw at the dying person,
causing more pain. That is the situation of a person who
doesn’t know or practises the Way.
What do I say? “Once the dream is over; seeing the
truth, we laugh for joy.” Why do we laugh? Because we
know that life is only a dream. Therefore once the dream is
over, we come back and see the truth, and are awakened.
For after awakening, are we still in fear? No matter good,
bad with pain or joy, all are like the unconsciousness,
another world and when awake, there is nothing to fear.
We now can smile, bid goodbye, come home to peace...
that is laugh for joy.
Actually when we depend, or lean on this body, we
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carry it as a virtual image or illusion. The places where
we stroll or wander are also just virtual images. These
images all dissipate, then we can laugh, and then come
back to the truth. This is the purity, peace of a person
who gets out of the dream, the illusion.
Do I have it? It is a convention or perhaps an estimation.
To say so is to remind myself about how I should live
in this world. Always remember that it is a dream. So
whenever this body is about to break then I would see
that the dream is about to be over. Then to smile so as
to break the dream, nothing is important. That would
be my estimate on my last day, if it be as such. Actually
that sketch is an estimate to remind me, I must make
an effort for that day, to be as is, no different. That’s my
view. How about yours?
I said further as well: “Just a few words; may guide
the dream-wanderers”. Here I have realised that the
world is only temporary, illusionary, not real. It brings
me no peace to see people sinking in this dream, crying
and suffering all sorts of pain. I cannot bear it. I need to
leave some words to remind the dream-wanderers who
co-travel with me in this dream. Take this from the heart
of a successor helping another successor. I would like
for all of you on your last day to do it with a smile, not
with tears. Then for what are the words, “knowing the
world is as a dream, then you are awakened”? That is the
essence, how to help everybody to see clearly the truth
of the world. Not to confuse the dream for the real, so
keep sinking in illusion, one dream after another. Once
awakened, all the sadness/joy in the dream can no longer
control us. This is the essence of life.
When I awoke I told people around me that you don’t
need to sketch any image, just write down those stanzas
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for my memorial, to remember me. Put them up on a wall,
better than my picture is more useful. I oblige myself to
live as such, so as to my last day. My wish for you is to do
it in a similar fashion, and yet it may not be the truth; as
wishes can come true or not.
Let me remind you that after all these years I have
been teaching here, that you and I, teacher and learners
seem to have awoken. However after the lesson, perhaps
the teacher sometimes seems to forget and more often
the learners fail to remember. That means awakening
then illusions again. The pity is only a few awakenings,
for few hours, each month but the illusions last longer.
Just like whenever we sleep deeply, the first dream ends
and we don’t want to get up. As we are still in bed we
can dream again and again. So who knows when those
dreams end? Not until we realise that whether joyful or
sad they are all dreams. We get up, shower, go out and
are active, with the possibility of no more dreams.
Let us talk about practice. If we know what is evil,
then what is the cause of our karma? Then which is true;
for the other is not real. That knowing doesn’t seem to
help us to release or emancipate, to end our suffering.
Buddha taught us that learning comprised of: hearing,
pondering and practice. Actually the practice helps us to
be free, to end all the torment. For lacking that practice
there can never be freedom.
After understanding there is a need to apply. The
application is therefore, very essential. As I have told
you that the main force in the Cycle of Birth/Death is the
karma of thinking. Of the three karmas, running mind
is the principal one which leads us to the Cycle of Birth/
Death.
To release us from that cycle, there is nothing more to
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be done than halting, or stopping the running mind in a
gradual way. Knowing that they (running thoughts) are
not true, slowly to let them go, and eventually they will
be gone. This may sound simple, but it is not. It requires
a lot of patience and diligence, over a long term, to finally
complete.
Not just one or ten years but many decades of practice
as seen by our ancient masters. One of the wisest masters
in Chinese Zen was Zhao-zhou Cong-shen (778-897AD).
He said, “It took thirty years to drop all, to get a glimpse”.
Let alone we are here as beginners for only a few years.
How to end these? It needs meticulous work, long term
diligence and patience to build or construct such a work. I
said that a determined practitioner needs to clarify their
motives, or point of view, also to ensure that they will
not be agitated by circumstances, especially sentimental
ones. This causes us a lot of suffering.
Here I talk about the sentimental issues of having
a monastic life. Nuns and monks firstly see that their
own family relationships are the most important. This
is the cause of many of our troubles like hesitation and
attachment to family members. These are difficult to
solve as they tie us. We could be courageous like Buddha
who only returned to his family once having fulfilled his
vow and gained enlightenment to share it with them and
to show them the Way. It can’t be done half in or out. Look
at us, after some days in the temple we feel homesick,
miss family or worry about them.
Now I quote a Chinese Zen Master, Dong-shan Lianggie (807-869AD) the founder of Ts’ao-tung school (Soto
Zen school). When he renounced the world, he wrote
some letters for his parents. See these, and also if you
can, the strong will of our spiritual ancestor.
The first letter:
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“As heard, all the Buddhas, due to parents, have a
body; otherwise there’s no birth. All creatures that are
born and growing are nourished and protected, by earth
and heaven. However, all sentient beings, of all forms,
also belong to impermanence and are within the cycle of
Birth/Death. I am indebted to you for raising me from a
child till an adult. Even if I used the whole of any worldly
treasure to look after you both, even of my flesh or blood,
it would still not make you live on. The Pious Sutra
states, “Even if every day, you offered your parents, meat
from two to three animals, this is not considered pious
enough. For you will drag each other into the floundering
Cycle.” In order to repay the parents’ deep work, there is
nothing better than the act of renunciation as that cuts
off the loving river of the Birth/Death Cycle. This allows
us to cross the sea of suffering, and repay parents for a
thousand decades, paying also the four gratitudes in the
three realms. The sutra continues: “If the child renounces
the world, then nine previous generations will all go to
heaven. I vow to let go of this body and not to return
home, to make all efforts to clarify the prajna.” Therefore
I beg you parents, please open up your hearts and do not
wait for me. Follow the examples of King Sudhodana and
his Queen Mayadevi. We will vow to meet in the future
at Buddha’s forum. Now we have to separate. It doesn’t
mean I forgot your care in raising me. It is just because
“time doesn’t wait” and this body is to be rescued right
from this life, not wait for another time. So please don’t
wait for me.
There is a stanza:
Did not know the origin of the mind for so many years.
It’s a pity we are in the darkness, floundering in
illusion.
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There are some people already enlightened through
the door of emptiness.
Only we are still up and down in the mundane world.
Writing this letter to bid goodbye to my parents, I
vow to thoroughly understand the Way in order to pay
gratitude to them. Why waste your tears on love, in
remembering? Let’s consider that from the beginning, I
was not here.”
In this first letter Master Dong-shan specifically
reminded his parents not to be sad or cry, as if he hadn’t
even been born. The following is his second letter:
“Since I left you; wandering the South with a stick,
time flies, around ten years, I have walked one hundred
thousand miles. I beg you mother, please practise
Buddhism. Don’t hold onto feelings of separation. Don’t
stand at the door waiting for me. All the family issues
will be solved accordingly, in their time. More issues
will cause more afflictions. Big brother, please be pious:
take example from Wang-xiang7 who lay down on ice.
Younger brother follow the example of Mang-zong8, who
cried bamboo shoots. As lay people you need to be pious
to parents. That is the wish of heaven. I, as a monastic,
pay gratitude to parents by practising Buddhism and
meditation. Today we are apart; ten thousand rivers, a
thousand mountains. I can only borrow paper and a pen
and write, to describe what’s in my heart, perhaps? Here
is a stanza:
Seek not fame, nor Confucianism, long for the door of
emptiness, drop all mundane materials.
Afflictions finish, fire of sorrow extinguishes
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Affection terminates, river of love runs dry,
Six senses, precepts, djana, the fragrant wind whirls by.
One no birth, wisdom supports.
Mother please don’t wait for me
Consider I have died or was never born”
The following is a reply from his mother:

“You and I must have some affinities from previous
lives, for us to have been mother and son. From the
time of your conception, days and nights, I prayed to
Buddha wishing your birth as a boy. You were born full
term, valuable like a diamond to me, never mind your
excrement, or that breastfeeding tired me.
When you got older, I took you to school. If you were
late, I waited for you at the door. You wrote to us about
renunciation. Father has already died, I am getting older.
Your big brother is feeble, the younger is too poor. Upon
whom can I rely? You left me, not me you. Since you
wandered off, I remember you day and night with tears.
Pity! Pity! Now you vow not to come back, I have to go
along with your choice. I do not wish you to follow Wangxiang who lay naked on an iced river, or be like Dinglan9 who carved wooden figurines of his parents. I just
hope that you may be like the Venerable Moggallana who
rescued his mother from the Hungry Ghosts realm, to be
in the Buddha land. For I lack merit, and I’m afraid that
you will have to solve that!”
So that’s how a mother answered a son, she still loved
him even though he was a monastic and didn’t perform
the son’s cultural duties in relation to his parents.
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For when we leave home to enter monastic life, our
primary responsibility is to reach enlightenment, so we
can solve the issue of the Birth/Death Cycle; not only for
us, but also for our parents, as well as all sentient beings.
It’s not about leaving parents to seek a more easy and
comfortable living. Our determination is not about leaving
parents just to wander around in self-entertainment.
The purpose of being a monk is to help one’s-self, parents
and also others. Therefore when taking our vow, it is
performing our ambition to serve. We don’t hesitate or
waver, and hinder the progress. We need to be courageous
from the start. It is understood that to leave the parents
behind, now without care, is an unjust act.
But in the future it could rescue them or others.
There is the story of Master Dong-shan Liang-gie
who with resolution attained enlightenment. He was an
Abbott for thirty years. There was a spiritual being who
wanted to meet him in that location, but didn’t know
how to.
One day the Master went into the kitchen area. He
saw some food scraps dropped onto the ground. He then
scolded, “This food is the dana from lay people who work
hard for it, we must not waste it!” On saying that he saw
the figure of what seemed to be a holy man prostrating in
front of him. He asked, “Who are you?” The man replied,
“I am the local deity of this territory, and for thirty years
have wished to pay respect to you. All in vain, but now I
can do it.”
This shows that the Master had the determination for
attainment, he was the founder of the Tz’ao-tung school:
even the deity waited thirty years to speak with him.
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For if our spiritual ancestors were weak or hesitating
then there would be no examples for us to follow. Therefore
what I want from you; either monastic or lay, is that
once you are determined to practise, then keep firmly
to that view. The act of leaving home or renouncing is
not a simple one but a serious whole life work to be used
to achieve the specific end. It needs meticulous toil with
persistence. It is a long term cultivation.
Actually if we are progressing but have no inner
strength, when something happens to our family, our
practice might reverse. Consequently we can’t help
ourselves, let alone anyone else. Therefore the essence of
the practice is to release the Cycle of Birth/Death. I have
cited the story of Master Dong-shan’s letters to his mother
and her reply. So you know exactly. His mother was an
exceptional person. Her love for her son is immense.
Yet she is worried about halting the son’s ambition: the
good deed of becoming a monk through renunciation.
As that is considered to be like committing a crime, she
does not stop him. The mother hopes he can complete his
wish for enlightenment, within his lifetime. She did not
ask that he visit her, or stop his wish, but encouraged
and strengthened him in his efforts to achieve the aim.
Therefore Master Dong-shan fulfilled his duties to the
practice, as well as to every member of his family. He was
determined to reach enlightenment to pay gratitude to
his parents, and all sentient beings.
So should we as soon as entering monastic life make
all efforts in being resolute, being fully committed?
Recently I have witnessed too many people who
renounce, yet do not have the willpower to continue. Why
so? Many renounce but few keep the intention. No matter
where the practice is, if the mind is still concerned with
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the domestic issues of their homes then what does that
mean? The attitude to renunciation is there; a shaven
head, and then residence in the temple only. Indeed the
resolve to complete the path is small.
I wish that all of you, even those with many merits,
who have just renounced, start to learn and apply the
Way. Then you must remember your purpose; to achieve
your wish. Do not say that you became a monastic just to
gain merit in the next life and continue as a monk or nun.
For Master Dong-shan said, “Be rescued right from this
life; don’t even wait (for next)”.
Now when you have this body, resolve it now and don’t
wait for several next lives. This waiting for following
lives is dependence; very stupid and makes the practice
go very crooked and it can’t end properly even if you are
a determined practitioner. The outcome is not the same.
Even though we are now very far from Buddha’s time,
don’t think there’s no point to practise. Whether in the
summit time of Buddha or in the ending, if we practise
well, the outcome is the same. Otherwise it is because
our efforts are not as strong as our predecessors.
So these letters are a huge wake up for all of us. I repeat
from Master Dong-shan’s first letter: “...Why waste your
tears on love, in remembering? Let’s consider that from
the beginning; that I was not here.”
Then in his last letter: “...please don’t wait for me.
Consider that I have died, or else was never born.” In
these lines we can see his strong will. This determination
and detachment was actually needed in order to fulfil his
duty as a monastic. For once renounced then we are like
dead to our family. If we are not detached then we are
still living like we were at home. That is not the attitude
of the monastic.
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Let us see the sentences:

Afflictions finished, the fire of sorrow extinguishes.
Affection terminates, the river of love runs dry.
This means that not until we let go of stress and
anxiety that the fire of sorrows will go, the same for love.
Actually the monastic can’t allow family sentiment to
keep on flowing. This is Master Dong-shan’s attitude.
How about the mother? Let me repeat her words: “If
I cannot be as such, I am afraid there is a lack of merit.
You must definitely solve that.”
She is a mother who knows how to teach her son.
She could have said: “Why don’t you come home, you’ve
been away for so long, bring home some good food.” This
would have spoilt a lifetime of work if he had followed
her request.
A monastic needs two conditions: their own determination and the guidance and advice of parents who
understand thoroughly the Way. Many parents deeply
love their children yet don’t know the path. After allowing
renunciation they have not taught them to be determined
or have strong wills that are needed for monastic life.
Most of the temple instruction concerns building of the
will. Lacking that support from the parents also causes
problems for the renouncer. Master Dong-shan’s mother
only wanted to be rescued from the floundering hell and
longed for her son’s enlightenment; that was the only
help she needed. This is the most important attitude for
monastics.
I believe that this year you have been studying hard
enough. Yet there is a lack of will to practise to come to
the release of the Cycle of Birth/Death. Therefore the
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main issue of this year is that everyone must make their
will stronger. A lay person then understands thoroughly,
makes all efforts and means to live according to the Way.
For a monastic: apply your knowledge appropriately and
undo all the ties around you. These are from big egos or
family love, so that you can strongly proceed to the path.
Make your monastic life worthwhile with no shame or
regrets at death, so we can die with a smile. A goodbye
smile not fearful cries or tears. We should laugh when we
pass away. This is a hope for me as well as for everybody,
so our practice has meaning and worth.
You do realise that life is a dream, as such it is not
important; so why let it stay and sink in illusion forever?
We have to be strong and overcome that dream, have
courage; that is essential.
The “depending (leaning) on the dream body” comes
from a story about an unknown Zen Master: “Kitchen
Breaker”10 meaning “a Master who broke the Kitchen
God to the ground” in my talk “See the Truth Clearly”.
You need to realise that this body is temporary like a
barge to cross the river. Don’t take it as real otherwise
you’ll sink.
The year is ending with the new one coming. I expect
you as lay practitioners to make an effort to do well
according to your study. For nuns/monks you must build
up a strong will in accordance with a monastic life so
that we all may prepare for a new year in a determined
manner, to head for our aim. Don’t let the years slip by
and become neglectful, or give up; this would be a pity for
your monastic life.
I wish that you prepare well for a better new year. I
wish you are stronger, so as to reach your target, aims
and vows. This is my hope.
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Notes
6

Three Bodies: Trikaya Doctrine.

Three kinds of body a Buddha may possess. These
bodies are not absolutes but mental configurations, set
forth in Mahayana Buddhism to organise different views
of the Buddha appearing in the Sutras.
1. Dhamakaya: Vairocana Buddha, Body of the
Law, Dharma body. Fundamental Truth body: embodies
principle of enlightenment, no boundaries: Buddha
Nature, essential body of Buddha.
2. Sambhogakaya: The Reward Body; Obtained as
the reward of completing the bodhisattva practice and
acquiring the Buddha wisdom. Seen as different to the
above as an actual material body of bliss/clear light: nondifferentiated.
3. Nirmanakaya: The manifested body that a Buddha
assumes created body of time/space used to save others.
Non discrimination: in heart/mind ie Sakyamuni.
In Buddhist doctrine Varirocana represents the
Dharma Kaya Rocana (Locana) or Sambhogakaya and
Sakyamuni represents the Nirmanakaya.
Wang-xiang: He was one of the 24 Filial Exemplars
for the act of filial piety to his stepmother; he tried to
catch carp from a frozen river by lying on the ice, while
naked trying to melt through with body heat.
7

The 24 Filial Examplars are also translated as the 24
Paragons of Filial Piety, a Confucian Classic text written
by Gao Jujing during the Yuan Dynasty.
8

Meng-zong: In regards to his tears that grew bamboo
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shoots from frozen earth. He became famous for his filial
piety in the story of his tears causing bamboo to grow in
winter. He is one of the 24 paragons.
Ding-lan: Orphaned at young age, missed his parents
so much that he carved wooden figurines of them, then
talked to these, as if they were alive.
9

Zen Master who broke Kitchen God: From talk by
the Most Venerable Thích Thanh Từ: “See the Truth
Clearly”
10

Opening the Door of Emptiness

T

he aim of practising Zen is to stop the mind from
following the running thoughts. When the running
mind submerges; then the true mind will be completely
revealed. This is awakening. There is no need to find it
elsewhere but to actually apply it right from ourselves.
In order to enter the Zen practice the practitioner must
thoroughly understand the principle of Prajna, from the
Heart Sutra. It is also called “the Door of Emptiness”.
Form (this Body) itself is Emptiness and Emptiness
itself is Form. So why do we have to enter from the door
of emptiness while practising Zen?
If we consider this body to be true (real) and also the
environment outside from people to creatures to be true
then the mind will follow them. Now, if we want the mind
to stop following them then we need to observe that they
are all only compositions, not real.
A house is made from a foundation on the land with
bricks and wood, tiles, cement and so on. Therefore it is
only an assembly that is put together that needs to be
maintained, otherwise it may collapse. Accordingly, all
creatures are made from form. They will be ruined; sooner
or later.
Understand this as such, there is no need for
attachment to outside appearances or circumstances.
This will allow your mind to be calm, at peace.
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For example: we have just argued loudly with someone
for half an hour outside. Now on entering the meditation
hall, can we meditate peacefully? We then continue the
argument while trying to meditate, at this time the
dispute is in the mind, not the mouth. Perhaps we think
about what was the meaning of the talk, or how we could
have replied, in terms of equilibrium. Then back and
forth, why? We treat these words as real as well, therefore
can’t let go of them. On the other hand if we perceive
the person is not present, and their words not real, then
we make them empty, not important. To see things like
that, dropping attachment, is to make yourself lighter.
Once let go, then the meditation session will be in peace.
Therefore before entering the meditation session, go from
the principle of prajna, let go of all our obstinacies. The
Prajnaparamita Sutra has the statement: “Form itself is
Emptiness, Emptiness itself is Form.”
What does this mean? For example: In front of us is
a vase of flowers. If we then take those flowers out and
place them each here and there, then the vase of flowers
is no longer present. “Vase of flowers” is the group name.
Due to the assembly of causes, it exists. So lacking the
causes, the “vase of flowers” no longer exists, and then is
empty. Its nature is Empty but assemble enough causes
then the result is a “vase of flowers”.
The Emptiness here is not about the Void, but actually
that there are no fixed objects. All causes are temporarily
present when they all assemble. When these causes
break apart there is nothing. Dispersed flowers, there
is an empty vase. Put flowers back in the vase, then
Emptiness is Form. Obviously Form and Emptiness are
not true. To say “Form”, “Emptiness” is to classify in the
principle of assembly of causes.
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With enough causes then “Emptiness” will assume
“Form”. Lack of causes results in “Emptiness” again.
Therefore right in the assembly of causes, its nature is
already empty, In the Prajnaparamita Sutra regarding
Form, “No eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body and mind,
no sights, sound, smell...” the Emptiness means the
characteristic nature of all the dharmas.
All of the dharmas have names, apparently they are
false. Their characteristic nature is empty. From that
understanding we observe that all the mundane objects
are also due to the assembly of causes. Therefore they
are empty of characteristics. Understanding as such,
be awakened, and no longer live in illusions. Finally
let go of your running, crazy thoughts. That is how
the Bodhisattvas progressed to reach the last stage:
Buddhahood. Using the wisdom of Prajna means that
we are using the sharp sword to hunt all the six sense
objects. Do not get caught up in them, or be obstinate.
This allows for a calm and peaceful meditation as there
is no calculations or thinking. If a thought arises, then
immediately remind yourself, “Not true, not real”... so no
need to remember.
Therefore when entering the door of emptiness we
need to realise that:
1.All places, situations, views are not true, so their
characteristic is empty.
2.The body is an assembly of components, it’s not true,
its characteristic is empty.
3.Running thoughts, feelings suddenly arise and
disappear, so their characteristic is empty.
Knowing these three are not true, then what do we
need to do to find what the truth is? It is essential for a
Zen practitioner to be aware of this. The truth has been
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forgotten for a long time, as we have pursued hundred
or more other shifty, deceitful things. Now we have to
remember, so as to recognise and revive our own true
nature. Then we can terminate the cycle of birth/death
and end suffering.
The following is a story of Enyadatta in the
Suramgamma Sutra:
One day Enyadatta stood in front of a mirror
contemplating, viewing his face. Unknowingly he folded
the mirror and was shocked when his face disappeared.
He ran out of the house in fear, screaming: “I lost my
head! I lost my head!”
Buddha commented that Enyadatta was holding his
head and running, screaming that he had lost his head.
Isn’t that mad? For the madness was mistaking the
shadow (image) in the mirror as his real head because he
had completely forgotten his own true head.
Are we like Enyadatta? When thinking we consider
silently that this is “my mind”. Then with no thought
present, there is “no mind”. Thinking is the shadow and
when images appear of someone or thing (object) then the
shadow appears. When no thinking, the mind submerges
into the shadows, and we don’t see our true nature. Due to
our acceptance of the shadows, we see this as self, hence
forgetting the true self. Like Enyadatta who reckoned
the shadow and forgot the real head; it is madness!
The mind is always present at the moment, never
absent. Yet we do not accept it. On the contrary, recognise
the ups and downs of its dancing thoughts which appear
and disappear instantly. Are we mad? We have sight and
hearing present, clearly without any need to think. This
is the present truth existing within everyone, it’s there.
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Unfortunately for so long we have mistaken that the
thinking is our own mind.
It is due to obstinacy: that the body is self, that the
differentiating thinking is the mind. Apparently they
are the causes of the cycle of birth/death. In order to exit
this cycle we need to drop all of these obstinacies. How to
drop them? Try to do it slowly and eventually they will
diminish.
Likewise when we recall all our joys/sadness to our
parents they are imprinted into our consciousness once,
then repeated to our siblings, imprinted twice and so on,
to friends...more copying. No wonder when we sit still,
then these issues, obstinacies arise automatically. Yet we
complain that we already dropped them, so why did they
still come around? Apparently you need to drop as many
times as you imprint, so eventually we let them go. Why
didn’t we complain when collecting them? Unreasonable,
aren’t we?
Accordingly we need to slowly eliminate all the
sadness, hurt, anger, upset which has been stored deep
in our subconscious. A little bit each year perhaps, then
after so many years to finish them all. There is nothing
that occurs at once. Meditation will help all the shadows
deep in the mind from the past disappear. Finally when
they dissipate then the truth will be revealed. For it is
the Knower who is always present aware and awake.
That is our true nature. All the Buddhas in the world
have the same aim, which is to teach us to realise that.
Realising of our true nature that is always present
aware and awake who is of no thinking, no love/hate, no
win/lose, is to stop creating the karma of evil/good deeds.
Where there is no creation of the karma of evil/good deeds
then there is no cycle of birth/death. This is the cause of
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our emancipation. Therefore the practice of Buddhism
involves awakening, realising that there is a true Buddha
nature inherent in us if we let go of the false.
What we need to do is to follow the Buddha’s
teachings, and to practise. The longer we persist the less
suffering and illusions we have. When the illusions go,
then enlightenment is possible. We then deserve to be
Buddhists.
To practise Buddhism is to release from the cycle of
birth/death, so not to remain in the dark forever. Therefore
practitioners who encounter Buddhism from monks/
nuns and receive teachings from them, really have good
merits! It’s not simple or easy. Otherwise they will keep
floundering in the suffering sea of birth/death eternally,
chasing the temporary and mundane.
I wish that you all understand the objective of your
practice so you receive good results, as you have vowed.

The Purpose of
Practising Buddhism

A

s a Buddhist we should know what Buddha
means? Buddha was Sakyamuni, isn’t that so?
Buddha means an Enlightened One. Before and after
Sakyamuni there were many Buddhas who attained
enlightenment. Therefore talking about Buddhism is
about enlightenment.
The Buddha was called “Bụt” in the North of Vietnam
from the Third Century AD till about the Thirteenth
Century. This is from a phonectic translation of the
Sanskrit/Pali Indian word. It coincides with the Buddhist
introduction by Indian merchants and monks via sea trade
with the main Vietnamese city of Luy Lâu in Giao chỉ.
Later on with the spread of Mahayana teachings from
China in the Ming Dynasty (17th -18th Century): we say
“Phật” or “Phật Đà”. This is the phonetical translation of
Cantonese: Fu (or Fo); the Enlightened One of humanity.
Fu Tu is the longer version shortened to Fu or Phật in
Vietnamese.
We call ourselves “Phật tử” or children of the family
of the Enlightened One. Different words for different
periods, but the meaning is the same.
Lord Buddha, the awakened one, a person who has
achieved enlightenment so what he taught characterizes
enlightening factors.
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Everyone who practises Buddhism should become
enlightened to some degree; high or low. How is that?
Let me ask you: after learning about Buddhism for a
number of years have you understood these teachings:
Impermanence, Cause and Effect, the Dependent
Origination? If you have understood them, then you have
been enlightened a fair bit.
To see life as impermanent: that is enlightened. To
see it as not is then illusion. People living in illusion also
believe that bad things happen due to punishment by
heaven and good by blessings.
We Buddhists don’t think that way. We understand
that causes lead to effect with no such external power
to punish or bless. To understand this correctly is to be
enlightened. All Dharmas present in this world are due
to the Dependent Origination. There is nothing that just
suddenly happens by itself.
All causes get together to create or form so are they
true or false? They are false. If you practise Buddhism
you should know. If you don’t get the essence of the
Buddha’s teachings then you might think that you are
still ignorant as before. Buddha said we as sentient
beings are not enlightened yet, Bodhisattvas are partly
enlightened, while Buddha is fully enlightened. Let’s
check on which stage we are. If aware a bit, then either a
Bodhisattva or a little Bodhisattva.
You must understand that practise is about enlightenment, not to stay in illusion. If it remains illusion
that means you don’t know how to practise. For we are
progressing on the Way to enlightenment. That’s why
we are proud to call ourselves children of Buddha (Phật
tử). To be precise then, what are we enlightened about?
Buddha said the reason we are floundering in the Cycle
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of Birth/Death is due to the lack of enlightenment. What
are we deluded by? Why are we not enlightened? This is
the essential part that we as Buddhists need to know.
Generally people see that this body is true, while a
practitioner of Buddhism does not. Yet this may apply
(to see it as false) when reciting sutras or listening to
talks only. When encountering situations we forget, and
the body becomes very real. This is because the essence
of Buddhism is not absorbed fully into the vein, or on a
logical level like at heart. To see this body is true then
automatically you treasure it. From then on we find all
ways to preserve and lavish it with all sorts of attention,
enjoying and desiring it.
Let’s ask whether all the secular pleasures, once they
have been consumed don’t they also die at death? After
all, death comes anyway despite our actions. So why grab
all things in the world to end with a stinking corpse?
What’s the point?
The body is not true yet we see it as real hence
competing for a single meal or cloth. The more competing,
the more suffering. Obviously the agony comes from that
delusion.
Knowing that the body is not true, only transitory, then
we can live accordingly. We can practise appropriately
with less disputes and more compassion, hence less
suffering. Due to this understanding, there is no fear
when we’re about to die. The body is not real, it decays,
that is normal. Then there’s nothing to fear.
On the contrary a person who sees the body is true,
who had a lavish lifestyle, has a problem of letting go
of the body when they are close to death. When alive
we fight for enjoyment and that is suffering also. When
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dying that’s another type of torment. Hence there are so
many stages of affliction.
A person who realises that the body is not true and
leads a simple uncompetitive life, has less agony. When
death comes they will understand that their time is due
so they smile and there’s no fear. Understanding as such,
seeing as such, then before death, we are at peace. So you
can see that once partly enlightened, there is much less
suffering.
The person who does good deeds is remembered, the
one who didn’t help or didn’t care is not, maybe they’re
even disliked by many. The good practitioner applies their
body for good deeds to help people and spread Dharma.
On the contrary the one who doesn’t practise and leads a
lavish lifestyle spoils their body. By the end they both die
anyway. The body is transitory, that is the truth. Seeing
this is enlightenment, in regard to the body.
Now there is the second awakening in regards to the
mind. When you see that something is right and another
is wrong then that affects your view of others if they agree
or disagree with you. It affects their opinions of you as
well. This is about judgement and like/dislike. Actually
are the right/wrong choices in this world the truth? Not
really. Perhaps the right here might not be correct there.
This person’s right might not be the others! People might
see their rights abused so they object and this causes
disputes hence grief. All the differentiating thoughts
losing/winning, right/wrong... belong to the running
mind, not the true one. If it is from the true nature then
it needs to be unchangeable.
What we need to do is to let these thoughts go, then the
true mind starts to appear. All the running feelings: love,
hatred are the unceasingly source of Birth and Death.
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They come and go continually, yet we follow them. That
means we accept to walk the path of the Cycle of Birth/
Death.
Apparently close to this fake mind there is the true
one. We need to look for it, so as to find it. This is the
root for practice. Why do we sit in Zen meditation for?
It’s to free the mind from following the running thoughts
so to be static. Then the true nature appears. This is the
awakening: the body and the running mind are not true.
It is not until we realise and live with the true nature,
that we can attain full awakening. Accordingly we can
walk on the path of enlightenment. In this world people
see the body and mind as “I”, “me”, “mine” and as such,
they live in the Cycle of Birth/Death.
In the Perfect Enlightenment Sutra11, Bodhi-sattva
Manjushri asked Buddha “What is the seed of the Cycle
of Birth/Death?”
Buddha answered, “If you take the four constituents
(elements) of the body to be true; the running mind to be
true, then that is the cause of the Cycle of Birth/Death.”
Now as we thoroughly understand these issues; we then
start to be enlightened. We can practise, that is awakening.
Finally we make an effort to release all illusions. This is
the reason for practising Zen. It helps to halt and filter the
whirling thoughts. When these are dropped then the clear
mind appears. This is enlightenment. The practice is right
here for us, nowhere else.
All sadness, hurt, craving and anger is stored deep
in the subconscious, so now it takes time to throw them
out; slowly a little bit each year, not in an instant to let
them all go. Therefore the essence of Zen meditation is to
release all the shadows of the past which remain in the
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mind. When they are all definitely gone, then the true
nature will be revealed as permanent knowledge and
permanent awakening. That permanent knowledge and
awakening is the Buddha Nature.
All the teachings of all the Buddhas are to show us this
essence. Realising the true Buddha Nature: permanent
knower and permanent awakening with no thought, no
love/hatred, no comparison is to terminate creations of
the Karmic good/bad. So no more of these creations: no
longer in the Cycle of Birth/Death.
This is the seed of emancipation. The practice of
Buddhism is the enlightenment, knowing that everybody
has the truth to recognise so to erase the false. Letting
go of all the false, living entirely with the true nature is
enlightenment. It is emancipation from the Cycle of Birth/
Death.
We follow the teaching of Buddha to practise. In due time
all the suffering and ignorance will gradually diminish.
Once without illusions, that’s full awakening and we are
deserving to be children of Buddha.
Practise to emancipate, not to be in continual darkness.
As Buddhists you have many merits by encountering
Buddhism and be reminded to practise by monks/nuns.
Hence it’s not an ordinary path. Otherwise you may just
keep on floundering in suffering, chasing the secular
transitory world, bearing more torment, unceasingly.
A good practitioner always has compassion for
everybody. For all are like us previously in a state of
delusion, chasing shadows and creating suffering for
each other. Once awakened then the altruism sprouts. Be
aware that when feeling altruistic prior to enlightenment
it may not be real altruism. We need to be careful of this
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point so as not to be confused when practising.
I hope that you are clear of the purpose of your practice,
so that you may obtain the results that you wish for.

Note
The Perfect Enlightenment Sutra: Bodhisattva
Manjushri is associated with Prajna in Mahayana sutras.
His image is a youth or prince with a sword and lotus
riding on a blue lion.
11

The Practice to Release
the Birth/Death Cycle

S

ome lay people, due to their misunderstanding of
Buddha’s teaching, resent their own poor parents
for not accumulating enough merits. These children might
have been born in poor conditions (which cause suffering)
or their parents don’t have the skills to help overcome the
feelings of inferiority that they have to face. Actually it
is the children who are reaping the consequences sown
from their own previous lives. Accordingly they were
born into a matching, collateral family. The parents are
only a supplementary factor, the origin comes from the
children themselves.
The theory of the Birth/Death Cycle speaks of the
reality of a human life. Buddha had actually seen,
remembered his past lives clearly. He showed them for
us to understand. It’s not just from his imagination. Our
view is so shallow that it hinders us from understanding
clearly.
Once the Cycle of Birth/Death is understood, then who
would have the stupidity to create more evils for more
suffering? What we need to do is to be diligent in our
deeds. If we can’t help anybody, then at least we can keep
the precepts, not breech them, so as not to go to hell.
Then that is a practice.
Buddha saw clearly the danger of the law in the Birth/
Death Cycle. He then showed us the Way to practise. He
never tried to force us to do it.
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During the Five Precepts ceremony when the teacher
asks the assembly after each precept: “can you keep it?”
then it is up to you to answer, “yes, I can” or else, remain
silent. You are not pressed to give positive affirmations.
Keeping the precepts is for us to do, not for the Buddha
to bless you.
Furthermore, in terms of psychology, we will see that
we actually like the familiar and tend to do things that we
have done in the past. For example: myself why do I like
to practise Buddhism? Normally adults think about their
work (jobs) and or, creating a family, then why didn’t I
follow these matters, and instead became a monk?
It’s probably from past lives that I have accumulated
the Buddhist seeds, therefore today I always remember
the practice. It is obvious that not all the causes are
forgotten from the past. Actually whatever is too deep
will become either our hobby or work in this life. Some
people are born doing good deeds, while others favour the
wicked.
Everyone has different likes and these come from
their different accumulations in the past lives so now
they appear accordingly. Let’s have a close examination
of this. If the genes from the parents are the main criteria
to form the children, then whatever sickness the parents
have the children can inherit. This does not seem to apply
to their character, why is that so?
Some parents are very good-natured yet their children
are not, even the opposite can be true. These differences
Buddha called “accumulated Karma from the past”. We
carry them with us into the next birth. Whatever we
stored from the past lives, now appears transparently on
us. Like two twin brothers whose bodies seem alike yet
whose minds are different. This shows that everyone is
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born carrying with them a different Karma, from these,
differences occur. Accordingly what should we do if we
want to walk on the good path? If we meet someone that
we instantly don’t like, how should we react or behave?
If they have not done anything harmful to us, then why
are they so hated? Also feeling hatred by us implies we
already have a bad opinion of them, and that we would
continue to nourish these ideas and feelings. This only
makes trouble for others and is the cause of creating
more Karmas. If everyone knew how to practise, i.e., not
to create Karma, then family and society would be so
wonderful.
Buddha said Karma comes from body, speech and
thought. Thought is the main creator of Karma. Speech, if
good or bad, is from thinking, as are the actions. Thinking
generates all the topics and dialogues of the differences:
like/hate, sad/angry, winning/losing, right/wrong... these
all are from thinking. When we chase after thinking
then we chase after Karma. For what happens with bad
thinking is bad talk and action. And vice-versa, good
thinking results in good talk and action.
When the body decays, Karma does not as it has no
form to reside in, rather it follows us to be reborn into the
next life. It is said we carry Karma into the Cycle of Birth/
Death. In order to terminate Karma we need to control
our own thinking. In fact monastics use Zen meditation
to control and pacify them. They keep all the running
thoughts that are topsy-turvy in control, filtering them
till all is clear.
Once this clarity appears then the cause of Karma no
longer exists. Then the effect of the Birth/Death Cycle
finishes. This is called Emancipation.
So how do we know if there is a Cycle? Just experiment
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with your own mind. Parents give birth to the body, but
not to the child’s thoughts. Where does some of that come
from? From the cumulative effect of previous lives. Some
parents are surprised that their children refuse to eat
meat at an early age, others the opposite, for vegetarian
parents. These are from the accumulations of previous
lives, these are familiar habits. These just don’t suddenly
happen, they continue as preferences carrying over into
this new life and appear as your character. Therefore, in
talking about the Cycle of Birth/Death, there is no need to
think deeply. Just only to look back into your inner self.
Why do we feel sympathetic or antipathetic to a
stranger in an instant, without any reason at all? We
can’t recall any events that happened in past lives exactly,
therefore we wonder why it is so. Apparently that is only
the accumulated Karma. In this world who doesn’t have
relatives, friends and even enemies? Meeting with them
again can bring up agony. For we will like friends and
hate enemies.
Some people may say that you’re lucky because
whatever you have wished for is granted. Yet not all get
that treatment. Why? Is it due to our circumstance or
some influence from a god? In fact it is due to previous
lifetimes where we have done something wrong to other
people. So now is the time they pay us back. That seems
quite fair. Apparently what we sow doesn’t need to wait
until the next life to pay, but rather do it here and now.
This is the truth.
There is the story from Buddha’s time of Moggaliana
when he attained Arhat-hood. He saw a devil (spirit)
with a big head and tiny waist, the whole body of horrific
appearance. He then reported this image to Buddha.
Buddha said he often had seen them as well but had not
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told others for fear that they did not believe the spirit
existed.
Actually anyone who attained that level would be
aware of the same, not only the Buddha. It would be an
insult to compare our worldly eyes with those of a saint.
It is like we know of electric fields (radio, tv) in the air,
do we see them, no? We can’t see them directly but they
exist. So we should not depend on our limited eyes. As a
matter of fact, there are so many existences, but we are
just not able to see or to understand yet.
Accordingly don’t be too quick to assume that our
seeing or hearing are even right or correct.
Many people say, “I practise because I feel sorry for
Buddha.” What trauma does Buddha bear? Truly we
are the ones who suffer. We feel sorry for ourselves,
therefore we practise. This is nothing to do with Buddha.
Let’s examine ourselves, each one of us, to see how much
we exercise the teaching of Buddha, and which way we
deserve to walk?
Surely we do know whether we will be happy or not,
there is no need to ask anybody else? Buddhists usually
have a habit to burn incense and pray to Buddha, asking
for help in getting wealth, or to end tribulations. Yet they
continue to do evil. Then how can Buddha help?
Many people assume that to sit still to meditate the
whole day is a waste, no reason at all. Actually they are
not aware that this is the direct way to treat, from the
roots. When de-rooted then all the causes terminate and
the effect is no longer present. Therefore, Buddhism is a
way to emancipation. Emancipation is to destroy all the
shoots that create Karma, whether they are either evil or
good, leading to the Cycle of Birth/Death.
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Buddha taught us to clear all the running thoughts,
then the truth appears. This is our True Face (primary)
from all time. Very simple indeed!
Due to the determination to practise Buddhism, all the
monks and nuns learn to sit in Zen meditation or chant
the Buddha’s name to obtain one-minded awareness.
When there is awareness, there are no running thoughts.
Then this is the cause of releasing from the Cycle of Birth/
Death.
Now once you take Buddhism as your way, you need to
understand clearly Buddha’s teachings, to practise them
correctly. Do follow your suitable way, and apply slowly
with Buddha’s guidance. Eventually there is no need to
worry that in the future the road is dark, or which way
to follow. You need to be determined so implement well,
be diligent and gain attainment.
I wish all of you monks, nuns and lay people cease the
torment of the Birth/Death Cycle soon.

